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MUSICAL PROGRAM

EXERCISES OF GRADUATION

December 14, 2005

The Amalgam Brass Ensemble
Dr. J. Mark Searce, Director, NCSU Music Department, Conductor
Don Eagle, Paul Neebe, Dennis DeJong, Tim Hudson, trumpets
Chris Caudell, Rachel Niketopoulos, horns
John Ilika, Mike Kris, trombones
Steve Truckenbrod, Tony Granados, tubas

Concert
8:30 a.m.

Sonata pian' e forte
Canzon Primi Toni
Canzon Non Toni

Canzona

My Spirit be Joyful

Adagio, K. 411

Recordare, from the Requiem

Scherzo

Simple Gifts

Giovanni Gabrieli

Samuel Scheidt

J.S. Bach
arr. Harry Herforth

W. A. Mozart
arr. Empire Brass

W. A. Mozart
arr. Steve Dube

John Cheetham

Traditional
arr. Jari Villanueva
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processional 9:00 a.m.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Promenade from Pictures at an Exhibition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procession of the Nobles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trumpet Voluntary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rondeau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Der Koeniginnen Intrada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrada der Jungen Princessinen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mascharad der Edelfrauen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Suite in Eb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recessional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Suite #2 in F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXERCISES OF GRADUATION

RBC Center
Chancellor James L. Oblinger
Presiding
December 14, 2005

CONCERT, 8:30 a.m. ........................................................... Dr. J. Mark Scearce, Conductor

PROCSSIONAL, 9:00 a.m. .................................................. Dr. J. Mark Scearce, Conductor

The Amalgam Brass Ensemble
The audience is requested to remain seated during the Processional.

WELCOME ................................................................. Chancellor James L. Oblinger

MOMENT OF REFLECTION .......................................... Dr. Thomas H. Stafford, Jr.
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

POSTING OF THE COLORS ......................................... NC State ROTC Color Guard

NATIONAL ANTHEM .................................................. The Grains of Time

INTRODUCTIONS .......................................................... Chancellor James L. Oblinger

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES ...................... Chancellor James L. Oblinger

Dean Kamen ......................................................... Doctor of Sciences
W. Duke Kimbrell .................................................. Doctor of Humane Letters
Hugh Morton ....................................................... Doctor of Humane Letters
William R. McNeal ............................................... Doctor of Humane Letters

ADDRESS .................................................................... Mr. William R. McNeal
Superintendent of the Wake County Public School System

MUSICAL INTERLUDE .................................................. The Grains of Time

CONFERRING OF DEGREES ........................................... Chancellor James L. Oblinger

Candidates for advanced degrees presented by Dean of Graduate School. Candidates for
baccalaureate degrees presented by Deans of Colleges.

ADDRESS TO FELLOW GRADUATES .............................. Ms. Austin Leigh Duncan

RECOGNITIONS .............................................................. Chancellor James L. Oblinger

TURNING OF THE TASSEL ............................................. Ms. Austin Leigh Duncan

ALMA MATER .............................................................. The Grains of Time

RECESSIONAL (Platform Party, Faculty, and Doctorals Only)

The audience is requested to remain seated during the Recessional.
THE ALMA MATER

Words by: ALVIN M. FOUNTAIN, '23
Music by: BONNIE F. NORRIS, JR., '23

Where the winds of Dixie softly blow
o'er the fields of Caroline,

There stands ever cherished N.C. State,
as thy honored shrine.

So lift your voices; Loudly sing
from hill to oceanside!

Our hearts ever hold you, N.C. State
in the folds of our love and pride.

VALEDICTORIANS

Amanda Lea Baucom
Alan Woodrow Bevier
Megan Christina Brown
William Michael Brown
Daniel Wayne Bruhn
David Walden Caraway
Austin Leigh Duncan
Emily Marie Glover
Sarah Elaine Harvey
Ching Ha Lam

Brian Davis McGee
Tanya Leigh Merchant
David Patrick Moses II
Thomas Jacob Pender Ramsey
Erin Marie Rountree
Katherine Randall Schadel
Christopher Garrett Sexton
Carol Diane Squillace
Casey Michelle Winebarger
An advocate for science and technology, Dean Kamen is founder and president of DEKA Research and Development Corporation.

Kamen is an inventor who holds more than 150 U.S. and foreign patents, many of them for innovative medical devices. These include the IBOT, a wheelchair that can negotiate stairs and rough surfaces, go over curbs and raise a seated person to eye level with a standing person; a portable dialysis machine; and the first wearable insulin pump.

Kamen is a member of the National Academy of Engineering. He received the National Medal of Technology from former President Clinton in 2000. He has also been awarded the Heinz Award in Technology, the Economy and Employment, and the Hoover Medal from the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. He has also been inducted into the National Inventors Hall of Fame.

In 1989 he founded US First (Foundation for the Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology), which sponsors an annual national robots engineering contest for high school students.

Kamen attended Worcester Polytechnic Institute and has received honorary degrees from a number of colleges and universities.
The chairman of the board and former CEO of Parkdale Mills Inc., W. Duke Kimbrell has had a distinguished career in the textile industry.

Kimbrell's leadership transformed a one-mill company with annual sales of $11.5 million into the world's largest independent cotton yarn manufacturer with sales of nearly $1 billion. Textile World magazine ranked Kimbrell the second most influential textile executive in the 20th century. The magazine also named him Leader of the Year in 1991 and gave him a lifetime achievement award in 1997.

Kimbrell was affiliated with numerous trade associations during his prestigious career. He is past president of the N.C. Textile Manufacturers Association and the American Yarn Spinners Association, and past director of the American Textile Manufacturers Association and the National Cotton Council.

Other organizations have also recognized Kimbrell for his business acumen and leadership. He was named to the American Textile Hall of Fame in 2004 and inducted into the N.C. Business Hall of Fame in 2001.

In recognition of his service to the state of North Carolina, Kimbrell received the Order of the Long Leaf Pine, one of the state's highest honors, in 2003. He also received an honorary degree from UNC-Charlotte in 1993.

Kimbrell received his bachelor's degree in textiles from NC State in 1949. He received the university's Watauga Medal, the highest nonacademic honor bestowed by NC State, in 1995. He also received the Distinguished Alumni Award from the College of Textiles in 1991.
Hugh Morton is an internationally acclaimed naturalist, photographer, and conservationist. His photographs have appeared in numerous publications, including *Time*, *National Geographic* and other important publications. Two years ago, he published *Hugh Morton's North Carolina*, a collection of 264 photographs chronicling the state's history and beauty. He served as a photographer in the U.S. Army during World War II, and was awarded both a Bronze Star and Purple Heart.

Morton's preservation efforts have been lauded by North Carolinians. Morton owns North Carolina's Grandfather Mountain and has worked tirelessly to preserve and promote the state's natural treasures. His work on pollution issues with NC State professor Robert Bruck and a resulting documentary led to the General Assembly's Passage of the 2002 Clean Smokestacks Bill.

He has received numerous accolades from fellow North Carolinians, including the John Tyler Caldwell Award for the Humanities, the highest award given by the N.C. Humanities Council; the North Carolinian of the Year award from the N.C. Press Association; and the North Carolina Society Award.

Morton attended the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and received the Distinguished Alumnus Award in 1997.
WILLIAM R. MCNEAL
Graduation Speaker and
Honorary Degree Recipient
Doctor of Humane Letters

Graduation speaker William R. (Bill) McNeal is superintendent of the Wake County Public School System and recipient of the 2004 National Superintendent of the Year award from the American Association of School Administrators.

McNeal has devoted nearly his entire career to the Wake County Public School System, serving as teacher, assistant principal, principal, assistant superintendent, and associate superintendent before being named superintendent in July 2000. His career in Wake County spans 31 years.

As superintendent, McNeal has worked to narrow the achievement gap while embracing a new goal: high academic growth and 95 percent of students meeting academic standards by 2008. He led efforts to secure passage of the 2003 Bond Referendum on School Construction, which passed with 64 percent of the vote. He also instituted Wake County’s first Instructional Assistance Team.

McNeal serves on numerous boards and professional organizations, including the Governor’s Education First Task Force, the Southern Regional Education Board and the Wake County Education Partnership Board of Directors.

He received bachelor’s and master’s degrees from N.C. Central University in 1971 and 1976, respectively.
TIME AND LOCATION FOR DISTRIBUTION OF DIPLOMAS

College of Agriculture and Life Sciences - 1:30 p.m. except for those marked with an asterisk
Agricultural Business Management ..............................................McKimmon Center, Western Boulevard
Agricultural and Extension Education ..........................................Mount Olivet Baptist Church
3500 Edwards Mill Road
Agronomy, Crop, and Soil Science - 1:00 p.m. .............................2215 Williams Hall
Animal Science .................................................................McKimmon Center, Western Boulevard
Biological and Agricultural Engineering ......................................158 Weaver Laboratories
* Biological Sciences - 12:00 noon .......................................Governor James Holshouser Building
NC State Fairgrounds
Botany ..............................................................................2722 Bostian Hall
* Food Science and Biological Science (Nutrition Concentration) - 1:00 p.m. ........................................University Club
4200 Hillsborough Street
Genetics ............................................................................3511 Gardner Hall
* Horticultural Science - 11:30 a.m. .....................................Ruby McSwain Education Center
JC Raulston Arboretum
Microbiology .......................................................................3712 Bostian Hall
Molecular and Structural Biochemistry .....................................222 Dabney Hall
* Plant Pathology - 12:00 noon ........................................2518 Gardner Hall
Poultry Science .....................................................................106 Scott Hall
Sociology and Anthropology (Applied Sociology/Criminology) ..........3400 Nelson Hall
* Zoology - 12:00 noon ..................................................Governor James Holshouser Building
NC State Fairgrounds

Interdepartmental Graduate Programs
(Environmental Sciences, Genomics, Natural Resources, Nutrition, Physiology) ................................Location of Major Faculty Advisor

College of Design - 3:00 p.m. ..................................................Stewart Theatre, Talley Student Center
Reception - 12:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. ........................................Brooks Hall Rotunda and Gallery

College of Education - 12:00 noon ........................................McKimmon Center, Western Boulevard

College of Engineering - 1:30 p.m. except for those marked with an asterisk
Aerospace Engineering .........................................................Cinema, Witherspoon Student Center
Biological and Agricultural Engineering .....................................158 Weaver Laboratories
Biomedical Engineering .......................................................158 Weaver Laboratories
Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering ...................................Engineering Building #1, Room 11
Centennial Campus
Civil, Construction, and Environmental Engineering ...............Providence Baptist Church
6339 Glenwood Avenue
Computer Science .............................................................Meymandi Concert Hall, BTI Center For The Performing Arts
2 E South Street (Downtown Raleigh)
* Electrical and Computer Engineering - 3:00 p.m. ..................McKimmon Center
Western Boulevard
Industrial Engineering .........................................................Ephesus Baptist Church, 6767 Hillsborough Street
| Integrated Manufacturing Systems Engineering | 136 Monteith Research Center  
| Master of Engineering | 136 Monteith Research Center  
| Materials Science and Engineering | Engineering Building #1, Room 1007  
| Mechanical Engineering | Cinema, Witherspoon Student Center  
| Nuclear Engineering | Blue Room, Talley Student Center  
| Textile Engineering | W. Duke Kimbrell Atrium, Centennial Textiles Complex  

**College of Humanities and Social Sciences -** 1:30 p.m. except for those marked with an asterisk

| Communication | Carmichael Gymnasium  
| English | West Raleigh Presbyterian Church, 27 Horne Street  
| Foreign Languages and Literatures | G107 Caldwell Hall  
| History | 107 Harrellson Hall  
| Interdisciplinary Studies | Room 3118, Talley Student Center  
| Philosophy and Religion | 1901 Ridge Road  
| Political Science and Public Administration | Highland United Methodist Church  
| Psychology | Meredith College Chapel, 3800 Hillsborough Street  
| Social Work | Archives and History State Library Building, 109 E. Jones Street  
| Sociology and Anthropology (Criminology) | 3400 Nelson Hall  

**College of Management -** 11:30 a.m.

| Accounting | RBC Center  
| Business Management | RBC Center  
| Economics | RBC Center  

**College of Natural Resources -** 1:00 p.m.

| Fisheries and Wildlife | McKimmon Center, Western Boulevard  
| Forestry and Environmental Resources | McKimmon Center, Western Boulevard  
| Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management | McKimmon Center, Western Boulevard  
| Wood and Paper Science | McKimmon Center, Western Boulevard  

**College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences -** 1:30 p.m. except for those marked with an asterisk

| Chemistry | 124 Dabney Hall  
| Marine, Earth and Atmospheric Sciences | 2010 Biltmore Hall  
| Mathematics | 207 Harrellson Hall  
| Physics | 400 Cox Hall  
| Statistics | The Brownstone Hotel, 1707 Hillsborough Street  

**College of Textiles -** 1:30 p.m.

| Textile Engineering | W. Duke Kimbrell Atrium  
| Reception | Convocation Center  
| Blogging | Centennial Textiles Complex  

---
ACADEMIC COSTUME

Academic gowns represent a tradition handed down from the universities of the Middle Ages. Universities were founded by the church and students, being clerics, were obliged to wear the prescribed gowns at all times. Round caps later became square mortarboards. The hoods, originally cowls attached to the gowns, could be slipped over the head for warmth.

Many European universities have distinctive caps and gowns different from those commonly used in this country. Some of the gowns are brightly colored and some are embellished with fur. A number of these may be noted in the procession.

The usual color for academic gowns in the United States is black. The bachelor’s gown is worn closed, the master’s and doctor’s may be worn open or closed. The shape of the sleeve is the distinguishing mark of the gown: bachelor’s have long pointed sleeves; master’s are oblong, square cut in the back with an arc cut away in front; doctor’s are bell shaped.

Caps are black. The tassels for the Ph.D. degree are gold, and those for other graduate and professional degrees may correspond to the trimmings on the hoods. Of all the components of the academic costume, the hood bears the heaviest symbolic burden. The hood must make clear the level of the degree, the faculty in which it was given, and the institution that awarded it. The level of the degree is shown by the size of the hood, the width of the velvet trimming, and in the case of doctors, by the shape. The bachelor’s, master’s and doctor’s hoods are three feet, three and one-half feet, and four feet long, respectively. The velvet trimming in the same order is two, three, and five inches and extends all around the hood on the exposed edge. This same trimming identifies the faculty in which the degree was awarded. For each faculty there is a corresponding color; so a glance at the trimming is all that is needed to identify the faculty.

A partial list of the colors follows: Agriculture, maize; Architecture and Art, brown; Science, golden yellow; Economics, copper; Education, light blue; Engineering, orange; Forestry, russet; Physical Education, sage green; Religion, scarlet; Speech, silver gray; Veterinary Medicine, gray; Textiles, wine red. Anthropology, History, Languages, Literature, Philosophy, Political Science and Sociology are all dark blue.

ACADEMIC HONORS

Undergraduate degree honor designations are noted on transcripts and diplomas for the following grade point averages.

Cum Laude - for GPA of 3.250 through 3.499 (white sash)
Magna Cum Laude - for GPA of 3.500 through 3.749 (red sash)
Summa Cum Laude - for GPA of 3.750 and above (gold sash)

Students have the opportunity to participate in several programs that provide a more individualized and rigorous approach to learning through special classes, seminars, and research. Participants in the University Honors Program, University Scholars Program, the Park Scholars Program, and college or departmental honors programs are listed in the full graduation program.
GRADUATION USHERS

Air Force ROTC
Christopher Adams
Ara Bartemes
Sarah Bodenheimer
Stephanie Caronna
Chad Craig
Tyler Heilig
Emily Pauly
Danielle Scharle
Justin Stephenson
Jarrad Thorley

Army ROTC
Aaliyah Al-Mahdi
Lamar Cantelou
William Roach
Brian Schrum
Phillip Yeakey

Navy/Marines
Joseph Clayton
Cory Fogg
Evan Gearino
Cari Laue
Duran Pardue
Adam Shifflet
Scott Tedrick
Christian Thompson
Clayton Twigg

GRADUATION MARSHALS

Brittany Parker Alston
Noel C. Barker
Laura Megan Boyle
Philip Pinckney Boyne
Hannah Dawn Cheek
Sheila Marie Crawford
Brian Cristobal
Ellen Susan Crowell
Roshen Thomas Edathil
Carolina Gallo
ken John Ganong
Michael John Gilligan
Stephanie Leigh Griggs
Courtney Suzanne Herring
Leslie Ann Hewes
Elizabeth Gale Hinson

Shaya Noelle Hughes
Allisyn Lindsey Kennedy
Kaitlyn Ashley Kennedy
Amanda Nell Langdon
Johnathon Blake Layfield
Anita Kathryn Ledford
Katie Lindahl
Jessica Lynn Little
Caitlin Elyse Lubatty
Marina Victoria Mavromatis
Heather Leigh McDaniel
Rosa Marie McDonald
Kristopher McLamb
Lauren Sheperd Micaux
Haley Diana Murray
Isaac Oluwamayokun Owolabi II

Sonya Vipul Patel
Ralph Michael Peace
Elizabeth Cooper Ramsey
Elizabeth Dawn Richardson
Meredith Leigh Richbourg
Courtney Diane Robertson
Derek Lamar Rogers
Rebecca Boone Rolfe
Megan Ann Rumley
Danielle Jane Seale
Kristen Marie Smith
Amanda Elizabeth Ting
Molly Elizabeth Tully
Cheryl Lynn Zapata
UNIVERSITY MACE

The NC State University Mace is carried by the chief faculty marshal, a position held by the chair of the faculty. The academic mace, derived from a medieval weapon, represents the need to protect and nurture the fragile search for knowledge. The NC State University Mace has been specifically designed for this community. It was carried for the first time at the installation of Chancellor Oblinger. Each aspect of the mace represents an important characteristic of the university.

When freestanding, the mace is supported in a base of North Carolina stone representing the foundation of knowledge and the dependence of this academic community on the support of the people. At the base of the mace is a brass ring with the names of individuals who have held the position of chancellor, indicating the contribution of generations of academic leaders to the formation and maturation of NC State University.

The long lower fluted handle is the primary means by which the mace is grasped, representing the responsibility for the stewardship of knowledge. The shorter fluted, upper handle is the primary means by which direction is shown, and therefore represents the responsibility for guardianship. A block embedded with the seal of the university on four faces represents the university community and its charge to reach out in all directions. At the top of the mace is a geometric progression of layers representing the continual experimentation and testing of knowledge within the NC State academic community. At the very top of the mace is a bronze prow symbolizing the continual exploration that energizes our community.

The mace is fashioned from burled walnut recovered from a North Carolina tree felled in a storm, emphasizing the need to make wise use of resources even in difficult circumstances. The wood is a gift of the Jordan family, representing the importance of the generosity of the people of North Carolina to the university. The wood is complemented by bronze and silver fittings emphasizing the precious nature of the academic experience in society. During the course of fabrication, an error was made. After much discussion, the design team decided to make the revisions necessary to correct the error rather than refabricate the flawed component. This adjustment, difficult to identify, represents the valuable lessons learned from failure as an essential component of the university experience.

The mace was designed and fabricated by a team that included College of Design Dean Marvin J. Malecha, Chris Jordan (1975, Product Design), Jack Lancaster and Jim Dean (1983, Product Design) in the College of Design Materials Laboratory.
UNIVERSITY MEDALLION

The NC State University Medallion is worn by the chancellor for ceremonial occasions such as commencement, convocations and installations.

Similar to the University Mace, the medallion is derived from the Middle Ages, the period of the birth of the modern university. Today, universities strike medallions to commemorate special events, the contributions of exceptional individuals and to recognize individuals in positions of responsibility.

The NC State University Medallion also has been designed with symbolic gestures. The necklace has been shaped by two circles of differing focal points, representing the diverse nature of academic community. It includes pieces that combine into a whole, further signifying that many voices comprise the NC State community. The chain is joined by a small disk inscribed with the year of the founding of the university (1887) in tribute to the vision of the founders. The medallion joined to the necklace is the seal of the university, a representation of the responsibility and authority of the chancellor.

The necklace and medallion are fashioned from custom-made gold-plated brass. This choice of materials represents the pride of the university community in its accomplishments. It is a sign of the wealth of knowledge at NC State University.

The medallion and necklace were first designed by Mary Ann Scherr. It has been redesigned and reconfigured by a team that included College of Design Dean Marvin J. Malecha, Chris Jordan (1975, Product Design), Jack Lancaster and Sarah Tector.
ROTC COMMISSIONING CEREMONY

Lieutenant Colonel Carol Ann Redfield
PRESIDING

Talley Student Center Ballroom
December 14, 2005

PROCESSIONAL MARCH, 4:00 p.m.

POSTING OF THE COLORS ........................................... Joint-Service Color Guard

NATIONAL ANTHEM ................................................ Captain Valeria Johnson

INVOCATION .................................................... Associate Vice Chancellor Art White

INTRODUCTIONS .................................................. Lt. Colonel Carol Ann Redfield

Professor of Military Science

WELCOME ......................................................... Chancellor James L. Oblinger

ADDRESS ......................................................... Brigadier General David Jennette Jr.

ADMINISTRATION OF THE OATH
OF OFFICE .......................................................... Lt. Colonel Carol Ann Redfield

Professor of Military Science

Colonel James Webb

Commandant of Air Force Cadets

Captain Carlton Puryear Jr.

Professor of Naval Science

PRESENTATION OF CERTIFICATES .................................. Chancellor James L. Oblinger

Brigadier General David Jennette Jr.

Vice Chancellor Thomas Stafford

BENEDICTION ...................................................... Associate Vice Chancellor White

RETIRING OF THE COLORS .......................................... Joint-Service Color Guard

RECESSIONAL
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

College of Agriculture
And Life Sciences

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
Jointly administered by the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences and the College of Engineering.

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Jaclyn Willette Ellis
Rachel Caroline Evans

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Samantha Jane Britt
John Forbes Dixon
Jeremy Clayton Priddgen
David Andrew Strabbing

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Erik Arthur Chapman
David Thomas Kasper
Grayson Barrett Liner
Ashley Lynne Rose
Bryant Keith Szabo

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Tyler Pate Allen
Andrew Stuart Blackwell
Timothy Brian Bowen
Jonathan Lyndell Britt
Russell Edward Drew
David Loyd Godley
Conrad Stanley Hayter**
Jerold Jack Jeske
Jason Matthew Jones*
Steven Lee King
Christopher Haynes Little
Kenji Norman Lunsford
Barley Hadyn Peery
Jason Ray Pleasant
Virginia McDaniel Pollock
John Jacob Priester, Jr.
Sardar Mohammed Shah-Khan

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

Degrees Conferred June 28th
James Brandon Mullis
Michael Dane Williford

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Tasha Michelle Schmidt

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EXTENSION EDUCATION

Degrees Conferred August 9th
William Robert Bruce
Kristin Avis Grimsley
Mark Lawrence Powell
Devin Bain Sikes

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Brandon Matthew Cox
Justin Ryan Dalton
Mason Colin Lawrence
April Dawn Madison
Shelley Hall Morrison
Dexter Alan Rouse
Delmar David Steinbock III
Joseph Edward Taylor
Blair Elizabeth Wooten

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Ruffin Louis Prince

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th*
Paul Lewis Hale*

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
AGRONOMY

Degrees Conferred June 28th
James Michael Weeks, Jr.***

Degrees Conferred August 9th
George Alan Garris
Adrian Lee Pruett
Jonathan Michael Stephens

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Nathan Jackson Dilday
Billy Arthur Dunlap
Roy Bradford Franklin III
Oliver Ward Freeman
Michael Timothy Gore
Brad Justin Griffin
John Christopher Leggett
Sarah Ilene Menser* Christopher David Mimetier
Perry Lee Myrick III
Markham Donn Smith
Edward Wallace Stephens
Una Rene White*
Casey Lee Wiggins

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
ANIMAL SCIENCE

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Emily Jean Burdo*
Alissa Marie Carmona
Sarah Ruth Martin
Blair Louise Whitley
Elizabeth Ashley Wilder

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Sarah Rayonelle Denny
Jennifer Lynn Drawdy
Sarah Elizabeth Looney
Katherine Marie Potter

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Coleman Leigh Bell
Jessica Elizabeth Bridgers*
Erica Brette Brooks
Melissa Lynn Bruggeman**
Meredith Ann Cathey
Katie Elizabeth Caviness***
Andrew Max Collicutt
Emily Marie Glover***
Allison Collett Heatherly***
Wynne Heno*
Serrin Rayne Johnson***

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
APPLIED SOCIOLOGY

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Monica Adriene Hodges
Jivan Moaddeb+*
Jeffrey Lee Oser

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
BIOCHEMISTRY

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Jonathan Kent Davis*
Neal William Whitaker*

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Jon Erik Anderson+*
Tricia Charlene Bair**
James Ethan Burgess**
Emily Elizabeth Caveness
Joshua Adam Kiser
Zachary Ryan Lawing
Zachary Madison McCurry+

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Justin Elliott Brown
Michael Edward Campbell***
Crystal Dawn Cassidy*
Mohita Manish Changu
Adam Wade Collins+
Ryan James Cooper^+***
Jennifer Lee Hall+
Lawana Michele Hartsell+
Emilie Victoria Landreth**
Charles Norman Leonard
Todd Michael McKeon
Leslie Ann Peteya
Christian Holland Simpson***
Ronald Troy Toms

* Aver Livcck
** College Honor's Program
*** Summa Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Taleth Aiesha Alikhan
Sofia Ansari
Ryan Matthew Bullis*
Blake Lee Carothers
Charlotte Whitten Deakin
Anna Frances Douglas++
Seamus Scott Geoghegan
Lisa Marie Hill***
Jackie Leah Illuminate***
Zachary James Kimball*
Gregory Jay Lowe*
Sarah Elizabeth Manning
Emily Kate Townsend**

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Razia Afridi+
Spencer Harrison Davis
Nicole Elizabeth Manion
Theodore Ralph Miller, Jr.*
Ashleigh Marie Nagel
Catherine Shepherd Pitts**
Brandon Clark Whitney++*

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Sabrina Alda Acevedo
Mahroo Naeem Ahsan
Kelly Hogan Althaus
Samantha Ching-Yee Au-Yeung
Jennifer Nicole Arbou
Robert Chester Barkes***
Shamina Royelle Berry
Nicole Catherine Bodine
Justin Michael Bradshaw***
Jordan Rayne Brown
Stephanie Shafer Bruton**
Casey Leanne Byrum
Lauren Alayne Cardwell
Darell Steven Caulder
Thomas Allen Clawson
Jason Owen Cooke
Sarah Elizabeth Council^
Amber Michelle Daniel
Carlisle Abbott Davis II*
Jody Marion De Deugd
Amy Leigh Dixon++
Frantz Dorestant, Jr.
Andrew Emerson Dosek
Jessica Ruth Durrant***
Jason Lee Edwards++*
Melissa Ann Fasolt^*
Joseph Emmanuel Gadsden-Pierce

Elizabeth Scott Gray
William Michael Grimme
Randi Rene Guerrero***
Michelle Tiffany Gugger
Eun Hee Ham
Crystal Joy Hamann-Showen***
Lauren Ashley Hammeth***
John David Hardin
William Jason Harrel*
Brittney Renee Heuerman
Erik Ivan Hrebeniuk
Meaghan Anna Johnson
Shawn Michael Lago
Hatajai Ahkan Lassiter
Sarah Elizabeth Maira+
Joel Esteban Manchego+
Caren Elizabeth Maroun
Jessica Renee Martin+
Egypt-Rah Yazmina McAdoo
Meredith Ann McIntyre
William Dunn Meacham***
Lori Ann Moll+
Lisa Marie Nardelli***
Darush Neshat
Elin Elizabeth Newman+++*
Ijeoma Yvonne Nwosu
Evan Francis Palmieri
Ronald Casey Pearce
Christina Nicole Pittman***
Shannon Sara Prokos
Chanel Aqui Raines
Jonathan Edward Reeves
Gwendolyn Mae Ribble+
Ashley Michelle Ridge+++*
Christina Irene Rodriguez+
Julie Anne Roszko
Glib Leonidovych Savych**
Michelle Margaret Sexton
Nadia Perveen Shaikh
Carol Diane Squillace+++*
Melanie Reid Stuart
Yizhen Su+
Bonnie Lynn Thompson**
Rachel Leigh Vann
Rozemarijn Suzanne Verhoeven*
Jamie Robin Weller
Roselyn Loreen Whitney+
Lauren Michelle Wood*
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BOTANY

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Michael John Beddoe IV
John Michael Pridgen

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Jon Erik Anderson+
Zachary Madison McCurry+

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Hali Jennifer Lee+
Moll Lori Ann+
John Benjamin Pollard
Ribble Gwendolyn Mae+
Wesley Taylor Stalls
John Richard Tuttle III
Whitney Roselyn Loreen+

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CRIMINOLOGY

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Eric Steven Frost

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Rebecca Catherine Bannerman
Matthew James Byrd*
Joseph Michael Calabria
Joanna Grace Carter**
Eugene Worth Merritt III

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Austin Leigh Duncan***

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE SCIENCES

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Joseph Bridgers Arant

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Velvet Delane Andrews
Travis Lee Pollard

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Bryan Ashley Hicks

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FOOD SCIENCE

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Laurie Elaine Steed

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Mary Katharine Ellington
Haley Joy Good
David Shane McCarrol
Leslie Ann Pless

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HORTICULTURAL SCIENCE

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Jason Neil Burris
Laura Kathryn Mills

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Jonathan Abram Walter

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Ryan Edwards Brandt
James Logan Bristow
Heather Frances Cashwell
Thomas Ross Cook, Jr.
Daniel Thomas Futrell, Jr.
Stacey Badders George
Lauren McGinty Gordon
Stephen Lee Helton
Matthew Allen Hicks*
Abbey Elizabeth Higgins
Jessica Morgan Kohls
Sean Thomas Lean
Christopher Wade Macemore
Gabriel Scott Martin
Spencer Keith Martin
Jason Lee Maynard
James Michael McClure, Jr.***
Sabrina Alison Mueller***
Thomas Nathan Murray
Richard Lynn Nixon
Thomas Francis O'Dea VIII
Erin Marie Rountree****
Jeremy Charles Smith
Melinda Lynn Spach**
Paul Thomas Stevens*
Brittanie Lynise Ward
Emily Rei Watanabe

* Cum Laude
+ College Honors Program
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Co-Major
**** Summa Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MICROBIOLOGY

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Anna Frances Douglas+*
Amanda Leigh Edwards
Beau Dugan McCollum

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Razia Afridi+
Kimberly Dawn Burch
Christopher Lamont Lassiter
Margaret Elaine Titus

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Kristen Louise Clyburn
Cooper Ryan James+***
Kaitlin Anne Fitzgerald***
Barrett Wright Green***
Alison Leigh Hutchins^+**
Jennifer Riann King+***
Jennifer Hayes Lonon^***
Tashawn Denise Minor
Jessica Anne Oddo
Angela Marie Palermo***
Alpesh Harilal Patel
Emily Amanda Pickle+
Rodriguez Christina Irene+
James Eldridge Turner, Jr.*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NATURAL RESOURCES

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Justin Nathaniel Ray

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Christopher Lee Cousins

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Lee Justin Holcomb***
Ronald Douglas Swindell, Jr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN POULTRY SCIENCE

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Martin Christopher Andrews
Wesley Aaron Edens
Kathryn Leigh Price^*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ZOOLOGY

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Paris Ingraham Berger*
Patrick John Ford

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Erika Mechele Hinsdale
Carissa Lynell Moody
Toni Nichelle Oxendine
John Michael Ritcher
Susanne Angelika Vanweelden**

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Amanda Lee Boyle
Mary Green Brezinski
Jennifer Antonette Brown
Ashley Parrish Davis^***
April M. Dean
Duncan Austin Leigh^+***
Joseph Nicholas Flowers
Lawana Michele Hartsell+*
Sarah Elaine Harvey***
Caroline Ellis Hughes
Cheryl Lynn Hunt
Ndeya Akua Kapuka-Nauyala
Tiffany Marie Lawhorn
Christina Everette Little
Christopher Mark Nielsen
Pickle Emily Amanda+
Elizabeth Ann Reynolds
Jason Marshall Smith**
Barbara Sacerio Theriot+*
Benjamin Michael Williamson
Mark Christopher Yount
Kandi Cheree Zinn**
BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Jessica Stilla Cooper*

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Samuel Rodriguez, Jr.

BACHELOR OF ART AND DESIGN

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Carrie Elizabeth Cornelius+***
Jessica Helene Konawicz**

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Fangfang Jiang***

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Sarah Mariel Blackmon*
Marianne Lane Carter**
Ryan John Hall*
Steve Jerome House*
Amy Virginia Kiser*
Meagan Lindley McAllister**
Lisa Mary Murden*
Leigh Ashley Newsome*
Emily Claire Nyberg+*
Nicole Marie Peglow**
James Arthur Perry
Allyson Nicole Taylor*

BACHELOR OF ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN IN
ARCHITECTURE

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Kimberly Ann Cuturilo

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Allen Burke Rafter

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
David Patrick Moses III***
Robert Alexander Warren

BACHELOR OF GRAPHIC DESIGN

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Preethu Arvind**
Chad Richard Evans
Richard Andrew McIsaac

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Daniel James Calvert
Diana Marie Gazzia*
Elizabeth Story Ingram
Jamie Ritchie Valhouli

BACHELOR OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Audrey Kayo Watanabe*

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Daniel Lee Bruce
Katherine Ann Guerra**
Lindsey Rae Hardy*
James Michael Wiggins**

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Jennifer Kathleen Cotter**
Joseph Cornelius Harmon*
Robin Elaine Wilson***

BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Matthew Wayne Leonard*

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Damon Andrew Allen
Joel Andrew Butson
Lora Amanda Wall***
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS AND MARKETING EDUCATION

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Joseph Thomas Barker*
Helga Gerstner Brock***
Rachel Summer Holloman
Kimberly Lee Price*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION, GENERAL STUDIES

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Violet Jean Barrett

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Gordon Everett Franklin
Okema Alis Hines
Alexis Loiacono
Sheetal Manhar Patel
Rebecca Ann Sykes

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

Degrees Conferred June 28th
James Lawrence Stansell III

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
William Christopher Dotts*
Christina Maria Hewitt+***
Michael Bertrand Hoyes, Jr.
Carrie Elizabeth Joyce
Jennifer Leigh Kropf+*
Billy Joe Lowry
Nancy Margaret Marchant+
Kristi Lynn Miller*
Lori Anne Olson*
Megan Elizabeth Powell
Mark Justin Samberg
Adam Albert Schuett+
Matthew Bradley Watson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MIDDLE GRADES EDUCATION

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Kimberly Ann DeFoe

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
John Jeffrey Lakas

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SCIENCE EDUCATION

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Renee Lynn Gunning*
Brian Scott Snipes
Nicole Kathleen Southards+

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Emily Reed Ackley**
Amy Leigh Dixon***
James Edward Lamberth III+
Lenae Michelle Ruffner
Joy Elizabeth Vance

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

Degrees Conferred June 28th
William Weston Hale*
Thomas Rex Henry
Jody Wayne Mickey

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Ivan Cameron Sealey

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Andrew Turner Beaty***
Ryan Scott Guerry
Andrew Ridgway Hollifield
Lauren Paige Tharrington**
Quinton Lorenzo Washington

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude

Co-Major
College of Engineering

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Stephen Mark Guenzler

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Nayo Felipe Martinez+
Joseph Andrew Sullivan
Nathaniel Kane Warfield

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Jonathon Stuart Claycomb
Brent John Duffy*
Shem Peter Moody E'Silva

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Jonathan Russell Leerkes+

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Nathan Phillip Ringwall

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Larry Jerome Eason II+
Michael David Guthrie
Shane Avery-Christian Miller
Casey Edward Sawyer++
Katherine Randall Schade+++*+*
Ryan Warwick Sharkey
Brad Urban+
Sidney Joseph Usry

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
CIVIL ENGINEERING

Degrees Conferred June 28th
James Merwin Mathewson III
Katherine Elizabeth Scheetz
Bernadette Marie Schreiner

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Matti Elizabeth Lee
Michael Bruce Presnell
Neil McGee Ruffin
Ryan Young Sudderth

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Chad Everette Abbott++*
Charles Brian Apple
Aaron Douglas Babson
Yuri Andre Batten
Bryant Allen Bilal
Mark Aaron Brown
Richard Addison Brown
Charles Martin Cullipher
Steven Frederick Dombrowski
Adam Joseph Garrett
John Wesley Gibson
Brandon Lane Green
Everett Carey Gupton+
Brandon Leslie Herring
Fleming Carr Herring
David Benjamin Holton**
Bryan Edward Hough
Eleni Marie Iverson*
Phillip Rice Joyner, Jr.
Alan Winslow Lewis+
Aaron John Mallner
Robert Allen McCoy, Jr.
Bradley Lee Mecham
Kellie Elizabeth Norris***
Adam Justin Parrish
Richard Thomas Pate
Andrew Scott Petty
David Broughton Petty
Jennifer Lynn Roy
Christopher Michael Scallion
Jason Bryan Schronce
Adrea Elizabeth Smith
Ashton Roy Smith
Sarah Elizabeth Steele
Andrew Christian Stevens*
Suriyati Binte Supa
James Erik Sutton
Alisha Candace Taylor**
Joseph Daniel Turner
Corey Paul Vernier**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Catherine Mary Brady++*
Michael Paul Morgensen++

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Daniel Luke Bennett
Jacob Anderson Edwards
Daniel James Elliott+++*
Adam Christopher Johnson+
Marcus William Parrish+
Mitra Tashakkori
Kimberly Ann Thornewell
Kyle L. Wall
Maxwell Clay Williams

**Bachelor Of Science In Computer Science**

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Fadi Al Sayed Hassan*
Matthew John Baldwin+
Abhinav Bansal+
Kevin James Beeman
Michael Cleve Bray, Jr.+
William Michael Brown***
Daniel Wayne Bruhn+***
Rutvij Rohit Choksi+***
Nathan Daniel Criswell+
Christopher Bradbury Dappert+
Alan Richard Dellinger**
Konstantin A. Filipenek++
Glenwood Garner III++
Philip Leslie Godbalt, Jr.++
Jonathan Keener Grice++
Albert Sidney Griffin, Jr.+
Robert Jacob Blair Grove+
Richard Cooper Hazelhurst+++*
Sean Christopher Hill+
Richard James Hodson+
Brian Andrew Holford+
Michael Jason Hughes+
Anderson Vernalha Hungria++
Swapna Joshi++
Wayne Jou+++*
Sandeep Kumar+
Mark Joseph Laczynski++*
Steven Paul Lowe
Kevin Luke Mace+
Thomas Hultz Mangalam+
Evan Tolman Mcgarey++
Joel Angel Morales++*
Ryan Michael Palmer
Mark Braxton Peete++
Nicholas James Potosky+
Matthew Stephen Procopio
Robert Rivera
Gautam Jagdish Shah+++*
Charles E B Shelton+
Richard Bryan Smith+
Thomas Edward Sykes, Jr.+
David Andrew Underwood+
Obinna Uzoma
Melanie Wah Wong+
Nicholas James Worm*
Edward Elmo Worrall III++
Garrett Clinton Yates+

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Brandon Westry Barnes***
Allison Michelle Hoke**
Henry Morris Jenkins
Joshua Levis Laffen
Trevyn Lesher Leighton*
Clint Harlan Reddick
Richard Bruce Reddick
Matthew Ross Walker

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Steven Chanda Chileshe
Brian Johnson
Kevjorik D'Sean Jones
Michelle Kristin King
Kasey Lynn Miller**
Matthew Price Roper
Joseph Conrad Stack***

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Ankit Agarwal*
Marcus Clayton Armstrong**
Kevin Patrick Babb
Eric Matthew Baram
Alan Woodrow Bevier+++*
James Bradford Buland
Christopher Alan Bynum
Gael Christian Chatelain*
Disha Umesh Chokshi
Mark Gerald Christensen
Zakry David Covall
Eric Daniel Darnell
Austin Rhodes Frazier*
Kevin Barry Henion
Zachary Ryan Hess
Bradley Alan Jackson
Jerd Hunter Johnson*
Robert Thomas Kendig***
Richard William Killian
Sean Marc Lafrance++
Luke Mark Lenzen+++*
Joseph Marshall Liles IV**
Elisha Page Lippard
Timothy Michael Lytvinenko
Terence C. Maarschalkwerer+++*
Yenny Malikasim*
Matthew Gordon Marum++
Timothy Allan Mauldin+++*
Christopher Wayne McAlister
Christina Charisse McCain**  
Eric Eugene McEachern  
Emily Norwood McGill  
Ryan Paul Miller  
Aaron Krendel Moretz  
Jack Ngui  
Jason Thomas Osborne  
Dhaval Dinkar Parekh***  
Jessica Kyung Sook Park  
Thomas Wesley Patterson  
Elliot Badham Peele  
Daniel Paul Petersen  
Thomas Jacob Pender Ramsey***  
Walter Frederick Scheper III  
Christopher Garrett Sexton***  
Christopher Scott Smith  
Christopher Chase Struble*  
Andrew Ennis Whitehouse*  
Jeremy Matthew Wiggins  
Kenneth Weston Winters***  
Christopher Thomas Wyse  
Ivan Fang Hao Yeh'

** BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT

* Degrees Conferred June 28th  
  Philip Russell Lanier  
  Benjamin Newton Yow***

** Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th  
  Chad Everette Abbott+*  
  Brandon Scott Barefoot  
  Brian Richard Buchanan  
  Justin Joseph Cosgrove  
  Brandon David Fair  
  Graham Leinbach Hawkins*  
  Andrew Weidner Isenhour  
  Christopher Edwin Jackson  
  Daniel Grady King  
  Alan Winslow Lewis+  
  Benjamin Laban Lofts  
  Kevin Scott Masten  
  Andrew Eugene Matthews  
  Daniel Tyler Smith  
  Joshua Daniel Sowards  
  Marcus Stephen Tuttle II  
  Catharine Abigail Ward  
  John Clarkston Weavil  
  John Taylor Willis

*** Degrees Conferred August 9th  
  Sheryl Michelle Ellis*  
  Daniel James Elliott +***  
  Zerihun Lemma Gelleta  
  Christopher David House*  
  Katrina Shawna Jackson  
  Adam Christopher Johnson+  
  Robert Wray Johnson  
  Rex Dean Larowe++  
  Chengwen Lai  
  Marcus William Parrish+  
  Niral Pravin Patel++  
  Sekhar Ray*  
  Nicholas Robert Vonbonin

---

** BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

* Degrees Conferred June 28th  
  Catherine Mary Brady+*  
  Musaab Hassan Mohammedali**  
  Michael Paul Morgensen+**  
  Santiago David Ortega+  
  Robert Lansing Paisley III  
  Jerren Carter Saunders*  
  Jennifer Sui Wai Tam*  

** Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th  
  Sheryl Michelle Ellis  
  Matthew John Baldwin +  
  Abhinav Bansal+  
  Randall Patrick Barlow***  
  Dana Nazareth Baumann  
  Michael Cleve Bray, Jr.+  
  Douglas Antwonne Brooks**  
  William Michael Brown +***  
  Bruhn Daniel Wayne Bruhn +***  
  David Walden Caraway***  
  Choksi Rutvik Rohit Choksi+++  
  Nathan Daniel Criswell+  
  Christopher Bradbury Dappert +  
  Alan Richard Dellinger++  
  Jason Andrew Denny  
  Keary Robert Dosier  
  Marc Allen Edwards  
  Konstantin A. Filippenko +***  
  William Louis Fischer  
  Glenwood Garner III+++  
  Erin Paige Gatling***  
  Philip Leslie Godbolt, Jr.+**  
  Jonathan Keener Grice++  
  Albert Sidney Griffin, Jr.+  

---

* Cum Laude  
+ College Honors Program  
++ Magna Cum Laude  
+++ Summa Cum Laude
Robert Jacob Blair Grove+
Namit Handa
Richard Cooper Hazlehurst +***
Sean Christopher Hill +
Richard James Hodson+
Brian Andrew Holford +
Michael Jason Hughes +
Anderson Vernalha Hungria+*
Swapna Joshi+*
Wayne Jou +***
Sandeep Kumar+
Mark Joseph Laczyński +
Thomas Hultz Mangalam+
Evan Tolman McCauley+**
Baruch Michal Mechanic
Ahalya Meka
Joshua Sheldon Mills
Joël Angel Morales+**
Steven Randall Novak***
Mark Braxton Peele+
Steven Edward Pender
Nicholas James Potosky+
Tawfiq Bashir Samo
Gautam Jagdish Shah+++*
Brendan Michael Shanley
Gaurav Sharma
Mohammad Hilmi Shatat
Mitchel Aaron Simmons*
Bhupinder Singh
Richard Bryan Smith +
Adrienne Ladell Streeter
Thomas Edward Sykes, Jr.+* 
Vuong Quoc Tuong
David Andrew Underwood +
Sachin Maganlal Vachhani
Marc Daniel Williams
Wong Melanie Wah+
Edward Elmo Worrell III+**
Garrett Clinton Yates +

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
ENVIRONMENTAL
ENGINEERING

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Matthew John Moore

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Gregory Wade Brickham+
Jana Leann Chaney*
Gupton Everett Carey+
Erica Lauren Savage
Mark Richard Scherger
Leslie Marie Stubblefield**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Chad Patrick Barnette
Travis Cory Britton***
Simone Lynn Currie
Curtis Lamont Lane II+**

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Lorraine Marketta Clatory
Evan Wayne Creekmore
Damion Fitzgerald Martin

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Kyle Michael Allison
Kristin Michelle Beatty
Matthew Ralph Berrio
Nicholas Forrest Clark
Austin Emerson Davis
Thomas Ian James Doyle
Stephanie Rae Frankie
Jorge Alberto Gonzalez
Daniel William Gross
Kevin Michael Hartsoe
Joshua William Hinton*
Mitchell Craig Maynard
Courtney Jerahd McBeth
Brian Davis McGhee***
Anthony Jarrod Morris
Julius Jovan Patterson
Phi Thai Pham
Olivier-Fred Pierre-Louis
Harry Kingsley Pimpong, Jr.
Christopher John Santoro
Brian James Schlenker
Marcietta Katherine Sharpe
John Mark Smith
John Michael Varda
Christopher Raymond Whitley

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
+ Co Major
Serinus Guylespa Willis
Ryan Anthony Woolard*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
MATERIALS SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Brendon Stuart Bass

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Joshua Montgomery Grossmann+

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Myles Linden Connor
Mark Brandon Davis
Brett Robert Godin**
Adam Christopher Pearce
Andrew Carson Stuart

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Kevin Scott Brown
Daniel Stephen Burnett
Hitesh Chetan Patel**

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Daniel Isaac Becker**
Lucas Alexander Lambert
David Thomas Lassiter, Jr.
Colin Airington Lenker
Tracy Alice Meranda*

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Timothy George Abbott
Kathryn Elise Alexander**
Andrew Joseph Asselmeier
Daniel David Baucom***
Richard Braxton Bennett, Jr.
Majdah Bin-Salamon
Trent Kendall Boyd**
Garrett Strahan Brady
Phillip Anthony Brenneis
Jonathan Douglas Brown*
Christian Stanton Carver Bryan***
Christopher Mark Catlett
Khurram Ghafoor Chaudhry
Shawn Patrick Cochran
Justin Andrew Craig
Holly Renae Davis*
Joseph Keegan Federal**
Kevin Sanford Fox*
Brian William Furlong**
Zachary Christian Gill*

Robert Allen Glover*
Antonio Jose Gonzalez***
Anthony Lee Griffin
Stephen Garret Hall*
Raymond Gregg Hartsfield
Shawn Leroux Heeter**
Matthew Blair Helms*
Jonathan David Hill*
William Franklin Horton**
Robert Ryan Huth**
Preston Wayne Ivie
Antwan Lamont Jones
Russell Guy Leduc
Jae Bok Lee
Shannon Kathleen Liles
Martinez Nayo Felipe+
Michael Bennett Massey
Daniel Ryan McInerney
David Lee Moore**
Douglas Hansen Murphy
Robert Andrew Myron II
Neal Patrick Pettijohn
Jason Kyle Rebucci
David McClure Rees
Stephen Ryan Reuschle
Hall Jefferson Sigmon
Heather Noelle Snider
Meredith Brett Snyder
Matthew Charles Wagenhauser**
David Jeremy Walker*
Lucas Paul Wood
Richard Cody Yon

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Andy On-Yau Li***

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
+ Co-Major
College of Humanities and Social Sciences

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ANTHROPOLOGY

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Brandon James Zeit*

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Aimee Christine Bouzigard**
Dallas Eugene Bray*
Anna Elizabeth Buckner
Zuzana Chovanec**
Jared Dement Husketh*
Patricia Ann McElroy**
Donald HughNeal, Jr.

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ARTS
APPLICATION

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Kay Kristine Fornecker
Katie Lee Anne Manson
Karina Susana Pacheco
Jessica Lynn Stahnke

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Robert Loren Burleson
Melannie Rose Clapsadl
Cynthia Leigh Harms

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
William Edward Barker
Jane Angell Caudill
Matthew Mitchell Damron*
Jonathan Ellis Dougherty
Stephanie Marie Eason***
Matthew Joshua Gordon
Daniel Eugene Hamilton
Caroline Taylo Knorr
David Warren Kruidenier*
Christopher Michael Meckola+
Suzanne Brooks Snider***
Anthony David Sprinkle***
Allyson Leigh Townsend
Caitlin Kelly Vlastakis*
Audrey Lee Wagner

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Adeola Opeoluwa Ashiru
Thomas Adam Bayless*
Caroline Bryan Carpenter
Christopher Bryan Culbertson
Gloria Jean Dickey
Emlyn Colmant Dunn
Ilia Iliev Evtimov
Christopher Michael Gannon
Elizabeth Margaret Hudson
Jeremy David Langdale
Austin Wyse Leager
Justin Charles Lee
Lee Edward Mezistrano
Jonathan McFarland Morrow
Melissa Kay Morrow
Jennifer Leigh Murphy
Elizabeth Shaw Pardue
Cyndie Wreenee Peele
Christine Jane Reardon
Taylor Anne Rooney
Margaret Anne McDonald Sciara
Tiffany Valeria Scott
Lara Lea Yunaska*

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Bonnie Lee Beaumont
Ashley Turner Bowling
Cameron Walker Byrd
James Whitfield Campbell*
Laura Jayne England***
Elizabeth Caine Gray
Kristen Elizabeth Jendro
Jonathan Dufly Klein
Brittany Ann Krull
Robert Douglas Lamarche
John Alexander Leaston
Morgann Elizabeth Loposay
Laura Katherine McGuirt
Judy Ann Munson***
Stacey Lynn Nance
Tasha Nicole Petty*
Benjamin Lee Smith
Jonathan Tomokazu Takahashi
Lauren Clemmer Ward*
Samantha Marilse Whittaker
Jennifer Anne Wise
Stephanie Elaine Withrow**
Amanda Michelle Yarbrough
Albert Brandon Yopp

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
+ College Honors Program
+ Co-Major
Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th:

Natalie Joy Alford
Brooke Chelsea Archambault
Candace Leah Atkins
Holly Reb Bard
Eliza Michelle Bass
Ashley Lauren Baster
Caroline Marie Beavers
Michael Laurence Bessard, Jr.
Carla Ann Bimbo
Katherine Mae Bishop
Kristen Lynnel Bloomer
Rebecca Nell Boger
Cameron Myers Bolen
Keith Eric Bonham
Kate Peters Bowra
William Wayne Brackett
Katherine Lindsay Brannan
Joshua Alan Breazeale
Hamilton Fitzgerald Brown
Jeremy Michael Brown
Katie Marie Brown
Ashlee Nicole Bullock
Vincent Leslie Burgan
Cathryn Gold Caldwell
Mary Elizabeth Carpenter
Rachel Sonjae Carroll
Jei Eun Cindy Cho
Colby Lou Cobb
Christopher Louis Culpepper
Lisa Antonelli Culver
Michael Thomas Dodson
Sean Christopher Donnelly
Matthew Stephen Durrant
Gregory Alan Eaton
Bridget Janelle Evelyn
Kyle Matthew Fescoe
Michael Joseph Fox
Elizabeth Kindley Frazier
Andrew Dalton George
Traci April Goodman
Jennifer Elaine Green
Jennifer Susan Griffin
Douglas Bowen Heath
Jonathan Ashley Holland
Whitney Ashlyn Hopkins-Wilco
Marshall Allen Humphreys
Stacey Carol Ingram
Lyndsay Marie Iorio
Durwood Royal Kennedy, Jr.
James McAulay King
Noah Matthew Kriger
Robert Blake Lea
Ashley Morgan Martin
Amanda Ruth McDavid
Kaitlin Bliss McLear
Christopher Michael Meckola
Ryane Amanda Miller
Michael Joseph Mordarski
Zachary Wilson Munford
Trisha Brooke O'Neill
Carolina Maria Oliva
Peter Joseph Pessagno
Timothy Clyde Philbeck
Amanda Kay Phillips
Erin Elizabeth Pitkin
Jessica Lauren Pointdexter
Jeffrey Thomas Reeves
Leah Ann Rich
Alexander Davis Rogers
Sonya Bryant Roocke
King Malsol Sam
Ellie Howell Sharpe
Stuart Joseph Sheter
James Spencer Sibley
Allen William Smith
Virginia Lane Smith
Nicholas John Sovich
David Wesley Spain
Heather Marie Squires
Richard Chad Stamey
Erica Noel Surgent
Amanda Ruth Swindell
Nancy Leigh Tedder
Katharine Stauber Thompson
Carmen Torres
Julia Anna Vickers-Koch
Allison Ann Westmoreland
Fatima Saris Whitaker
Jaclyn Kay White
Blair Reid Wicker
Christina Marie Williams
Brittany Michele Wolf
Mary Margaret Wooten
Erin Kristyn Worley
Robin Dail Worrell
Johanna Alexandra Wortham
Crystal Lauren Wrenn
Elizabeth Ashley Yates

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CRIMINOLOGY

Degrees Conferred June 28th:

Adam Benjamin Frank
Sarah Elizabeth Gabbert
Casey Brooke Jeffcoat
Andrea Marie Petrocelli
Degrees Conferred August 9th
Wendelyn Romesha Harris
Daniel Patrick Strandh
Susana Maria Villasenor

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Alec Christian Alberto*
Amanda Caudill Allen
Antwan Gerrad Anthony
David Brian Boyette
Aliison Suzanne Bridgers
Shavonne Jane Deans
Stephen Mark Ezzell
Avery Bernard Gibson, Jr.
Brittney Grace Lee
Jason David Minnicozzi
Keri Marie Morris
Charles Alan Rowe
Candice Lynne Trogdon
Nicole Diane Turner
Daniel Ethan White

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ENGLISH

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Mary Elizabeth Ellis**
Mary Katherine Warburton
Nicholas Madsen Whitley**
Timothy Jerreal Wooten

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Marc William Burgess
Virginia Katherine Daniel
Brian Charles Darragh
Melissa Jennette Embrey
Rebecca Gabriela Fernandez**
Courtney Lynn Lupton
Lorna Massey Nelson**

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
William Victor Abbate*
Michael Gordon Adams
Ashley Ann Alves**
Michael Graham Anderson
Ellis Ray Black III
Janssen D. Carmack
Allan Lee Chua*
Kristin Leigh Collins
William Joel DeBerry
Jamie Carolyn Dillard*
Drischel Crystal Lynn+*
Andrew Keith Ellington*
Arezoo Fattahi***
Wade Raymond Finch

Maria Carmella Francis
Cody Marie Graves
Heather Hope Hall*
Lee Michelle Hasper
Jane Butler Hobaugh
Kathleen Ann Hughes
Dennis Alexander Lamb
Shelton Gray Langley
Christin Renee Liverance
Andrea Michelle McLean
Tanya Leigh Merchant***
Cristina Marie Morgan
Catherine Tyndall Newell
Rebecca Lynne O'Connell
Ian Richard Owens
William Prescott Parker
Samantha Povia*
Sarah Ashley Ratcliff
Kathleen Elizabeth Redman***
Thomas Allen Rodwell
Erica Lynn Smith
Yizhen Su+
Christina Deborah Sutherland**
Heather Marie Tonelli**
Francis Henry Triplett
William Jeffrey Walters**
William Riley Whitehead

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN FRENCH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Bryan Ashley McCoy**

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Yvette Christine Reeves
LeeAnn Joan Sell+*

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th:
Susan Mary-Helen Page*

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HISTORY

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Brandon James Christian
Robert Kirkley III*
Rebecca Ann Marshall
Erin Martin Schonekas
John Brooks Wood

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Jessica Taylor Eaton
Nella Brooks Johnson
Jill Dionne Ray
Allison Leigh Whaley
Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Tiffany Tomeo Abraham*
David Wayne Aduddell
Thomas Walton Eller
Peter Matthias Ellis***
Zachary James Gillan
Katherine Louise Hitt***
Jesse Allison Lamm
Crayton Glenn Matthews
Jonathan Michael McCarthy
Christopher James McClure
David Benjamin McKaig
Adam Benjamin Oltmans
Mary Grace Virginia Penrod+***
Jennifer Marie Price
Keith Jeffery Richter
Geoffrey Hatcher Rosebrock
Drew Gottfried Schultz
Jamie Mathew Siwa
Jacob Herman Wilde**
Hayley Laine Wilkerson
Jon-Robert James Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HISTORY

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Joseph Christopher Buff
Rosalie Anne Haughton**

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Jeremy Drew Albrecht
Clayton Alan Carpenter
Charles Andrew Gibson
Samuel Lopaka Levoit
James Ethan Puryear

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Keon Mandell Pettway
Brian Storey Vasti

Degrees Conferred August 9th
William Crosswell Bowen Lll
Amaris Vina Delli Santi*
Geoffrey Charest Dixon
Joshua Montgomery Grossman+

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
John Michael Dalton
Lindsey Ruth Davis
Cheryl Lee Denning+*
Crystal Lynn Drischel+*

Lachana Jaquinta Frederick
Mari Kristen Matsumoto
Justin Evans Stanton

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Shauna Liane Hecker

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PHILOSOPHY

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Andrew Michael Whalen***

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
John Richard Brothers
Keah Elizabeth Crews+*
Alina Danielle Johnson
Kevin Luke Mace+
Gregory Richard McCreery***
Michael Kyle McEnery*
Natalynn Parania Tollison
Alex Rod Yacoub***

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Brandy Brooke Blevins
Ashley Danielle Hunt
Christopher Bryan Kinney*
Judith Harriett Pomper*
Courtney Nicole Royall
Matthew Clinton Spence
Nathan Edward Standley+
Matthew David Stokes

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Candice Leslie Aldrich
Bonnie Hill Barnett
Sean Michael Cunningham
Andrew Evan Eaker
Laura Jayne England+***
Tory Feyundis Geiger
Emily Nicole Jernigan
Nicholas James Marum++
Manisonh Naoudom
William Cary Porter II
Douglas Errick Remer
Brad Andrew Salmon
LeeAnn Joan Sell+*
David Edward Wood

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
* College Honors Program
+ Co-Major
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
POLITICAL SCIENCE

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Edward Alexander Warner III
Brandon Clark Whitney***
Dana Alexis Wilkerson

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Samuel Marion Cook, Jr.
Robert Bennett Phaneuf

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN
PSYCHOLOGY

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Andrew McCray Bailey**
Lauren Brianna Bailey
Tracie Lee Gabelman**
Brandon Jacob Gallion
Jeanne Marie Hoffman
Laura Perry Kovalchick***
Robert Thomas Lareau
Jacqueta Sonyetta Lewis
Carol Ann May
Sarah Elaine McCoy**
Gail Barbara Psyk**
Robert Claude Rackley***
Christina Leigh Stevenson

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Joseph Christopher Best
Crystal Renee Bishop
Jacob Adam Fuller***
Margaret Lee Lindsay*
Edwin Lawrence Solomon, Jr.
Emily Anne Taylor
Chad Ryan Thompson
Shara Danyelle Tomlinson
Ilan Gerald Volow
Brittany Fernald Zip***

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Katharine Elizabeth Allen
Steven Tyler Andrews**
Alexandra Wendy Aves
Jenessa Renee Bingham
Karen Christine Bodie
Jonathan David Borjas*
David Rush Botts
Matthew Scott Breedlove
Taylor Rene' Caldwell
Ashley Dee Carroll
Anne Marie Checinski
Julie Ward Cloninger**

* Core Lock
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
+ Co-Major
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Franklin Lee Lanier

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Kenneth Browne Peters
Bradley Lance Springer

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Frank Daniel Frye
Abdelhamid Strageldin Osman

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
William Anthony Daniels
Derek William Escalante

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Brett Thomas Chambers
Thomas Joseph Costello
Nicholas Blake Driver
Samuel Donato Esposito
Norvea Edwina Goffney
Hope Elizabeth Homesley
Seema Afshan Khan
Kristin Fuller Miller
Katesha Lachian Williams
Linda Yang

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Jeremy David Andrews
Taneisha Rashawna Chambliss
Jennifer Lynne Clayton
Bobbie Lee Cotten
Kristy Monica Durham
Alana Ciemone White

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Amanda Michelle Capps
Stacey Nicole Daniels
Candice Yvonne Deal
Kristan Marie Durham
Joshua Benjamin Gaines
Natoya Denise Goeham
Chauncey Maurike Graham
Tramain Lashone Hall
Alejandro Hernandez
Elizabeth Allene Hodges
Marcus D. Hudson
Alric Hermes James, Jr.
Darline Jasmin
Mitesh Surendra Jethwa
Courtney Bauer Koehler
Adrienne Elizabeth Martin
Juliet Woodard Martin
Matthew Christian McGuire
Meghan Grace McInnis
Grethel Paola Miranda
Christy Nichole Norris
Laura Bethany Olive
Kyle Stephen Parker
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SPANISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Amanda Lea Baucom***

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Mark Andrew Carrington
Katie Michelle Hibbets

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Gloria Tatiana Austin
Patricia Foust Ball
Jessica Marie Barrette
Shannon Nicolé Benson*
Tamara Marie Betancourt***
Sara Lynn Bilobeau
Katherine Mae Bishop+*
Emily Kendall Brown
Jacob Laurence Dalton
Chelsea Simone Davis+***
Jennifer Brewer Dry***
Erica Lynn Elfring+***
Jennifer Riann King+***
April Lemon Kruger*
Deborah Ann Lindsey***
Kathleen Greer Pfeifer
Amanda Kay Phillips+*
Leah Ann Rich*
Sarah Jeanne Roers*
Christopher Scott Spencer
Tracie Lynn Talbert+**
Barbara Sacerio Theriot+*
Erin Kristyn Worley+

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Tifani Sheree Brown

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Michele Devon Canada+
Lauren Rassette Gilmore
Marcela Patricia Gutierrez
Laura Frances Harroun***
Temeshia Rocha Jarvis
Felicia Nicole Jones
Chervonne Celestine Leader
Heather Marilyn McAllister***
Teena Marie Tucker*
Charlotte Anne Yongue

* Cum Laude
** College Honors Program
*** Summa Cum Laude
+ Co-Major
College of Management

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING

Degrees Conferred June 28th
May Osama El-Sadek
Gerardo Antonio Guifarro, Jr.*
Joshua Benton Light
Essie Wolali McLoughlin***
Carla Ann Mitchell
Daniel Jeffrey Peterson
James Kevin Turnage, Jr.**

Degrees Conferred August 9th
John Arley Bedtelyon***
Elizabeth Patricia Bemisderfer*
Robert E. Fowler II
Andrew Allen Hardy
Kelsey Nicole Hendry**
Alexander Devon Jones**
Jennifer Ellen Kerschensteiner*
Norman Christopher Moseley
Jessica Elaine Scott**
Mang Ling Tse*

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Bethany Reece Alpers**
Jeanette Danielle Atkins
Alexandre Philippe Boutaud**
Patricia Allen Castoro
Yi I. Chen***
Ryan Michael Cotter
Margaret Mary Dempsey
John Patrick Downing+
Alison Hubbard Faries*
Gina Solo Gizelle
Jason Ross Golenbiewski*
Charles Max Graeub LII+***
Caleb Robert Griffith
David Patrick Henry*
Kaila Denee Hinson*
Ashley Ryan Huber
Kevin Daryl Israel
David Ray Jewell
Ching Ha Lam***
Kwok Sang Leung
Nga Thanh Nguyen***
Charles Dean Nichols LII
Jason Alan Nietschmann
Deven Nagar Patel+*

Jared Gray Plummer++*
Stephanie Poole Pomeroy
Benjamin Joseph Remke**
Amy Barbee Robinson
Christopher Jonathan Safadi**
John George Samuel
Cynthia Clar Sexton
Chon Regan Shoaf II
Ran Sun
Suelee Tang+*
Christopher Sean Walsh*
Hulimn Wang***
Paul Kaplan Wapner
Matthew Rand Wilson
Kenneth Bradford Wooten
Lihan Zhang**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Degrees Conferred June 28th
John Timothy Bowman II
David Dung Bui
John Puga Cedillo II
Juliette Monique Chandler
Jaipal Nikulsinni Chudasama
William Thomas Cole
Sageda Begum Etimoni
Kyle Gregory Fragakis
Gerardo Antonio Guifarro, Jr.+*
Christopher Scott Hall
Brian Charles Hiatt
Daniel Shea Howe*
Patrick Bronson Keith
Marc Herbert Kmec, Jr.*
John Kevin Mason IV*
Babatunde Nurudeen Ottun*
Jagruti Raman Patel
Neha Dipak Rajpura
Karine Elisabeth Reason*
Curtis Stone Rusher
Jessica Frances Sachs
Daniel Joseph Shampine
Zachary Vincent Sorgi*
Brittany Leigh Spangler
Martin Alan Speicher
Nathan Edward Standley+
Priscilla Dawn Staten
Lauren Shelley Stone*
Katherine Leigh Strawn*
Nicole Marie Tabor
Kristin Leigh Tunis
Larry Jay Umberger
Ignacio Van Gelderen*
Jordan James Richard Vinson

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
Ryan Neal Williams
Christopher Michael Young
Megan Elaine Yuzakewich

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Zachary Michael Allen
Lindsey Marie Berglund
Tejaswi Amit Bose
Mary Martha Brown
Karl Davin Buer
Matthew Boyd Chesson
Nicoie Leigh Hatcher*
Mary Alice League
Sarah Jane Parkinson*
Hetal Dilipkumar Patel
Kanesha Denise Perry
Brad Charles Prudhomme*
Thomas James Rode**
Shawna April Simensen
Garrett Thomas Smith**

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Sarah Myers Alford
Sonia Anoja
Andrew Scott Austin
Elaine Elizabeth Avery
Holly Reh Bard+
Chase Edward Beach
Jane Ellen Blackley*
Michael Eugene Bost
Jamal Bouti
William Lee Briggs*
Jessica Lynn Buckman**
Mary Alyson Bush
Ryan James Carroll
Daniel Ray Cauthen
Carol Page Christenbury*
Steven Michael Christopher
Chiedu Chukwumah
Jeremy Allen Cline
Marilyn Marie Cogdon**
Kathryn Elizabeth Cook
William Andrew Cox
Samuel Jesse Crisp
Jonathan William Crotts
Jaclyn Anne Crumpton**
Christopher James Cuff
Kyle Christopher Daley*
Dwight Thomas Davis++*
Kevin Andrew Davis
Tyrone Devon Davis
Kelly Diane Dellerba**
Danielle Carrin Deyoung
Ngan Thi Lam Do
Armando Antonio Donado

John Patrick Downing+
Jennifer Kay Draughon*
Abby Elizabeth Drawdy*
Lindsay Kathryn Elliott*
Munesh Kumar Farmah**
Stephan William Farrell**
Alicia Megan Flederbach**
Brett Edwin Forster
Miguel Mariano Freyra
Christopher Alan Gaiter
Vedhas Biplin Gandhi+
Cassie Marie Gerrity
Molly Allison Glasgow
William Thomas Goodson
Bradley Goodwin
Charles Max Graeub III+++*
Jason Randolph Green
Brandon Vincenzo Gregor
Yashoda Nicole Hall
Christina Marie Harper
Joshua McCray Harris+
Benjamin Jeff Hedgepeth+++*
Carlos Saleh Hernandez+
Sheila Marie Hige**
Jacob Nelson Hollins
James Charles Horney III
Brian Patrick Hourigan
Dana Rebecca Humphries
Paul Alexander Hutchens
Yeirdon Bennett Ingle
Candice Leslie Jacobsen**
Rita Charlotte Johnston
Cristin Leigh Jones
Jonathan Vance Jones
Michael Henry Kwee
Michele Marie Langley+++*
Jae Hyung Lim
Sandy Lo
Adrienne Marie Lopez**
Stephen Joseph MacDade+++*
Richard Alexander Maier
Pamela Kristen Martin
Emily Elizabeth May*
John Christopher McFayden*
Evan Christopher McKittrick
Robert Preston McLane
Vincent Alexander McMillan
Zachary Turner Medford
Kyle Graham Melvin
Joshua Daniel Miller
Joseph Forrest Moore
Valerie Morel**
Garrett Robinson Morris
Ben Joseph Mulligan
Matthew Ryan Murphy

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
++ Co-Major
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Keith Andrew Murray
Kristen Anne Nelson
Lawrence Chuen-Hio Ng
Cam Xuan Thi Nguyen
Erica Michelle Northcutt
Susan Oh
Meredith Brooke Olive
Shanna Kathleen Oskin
Michael Allen Palmer
Deven Nagar Patel
Satyam Chandulal Patel
Brett Lane Pedersen
Ryan Christopher Peoples
Minh Tam Thi Pham
Jared Gray Plummer
Lauren Victoria Reeves
Ryan Robert Reid
Chad Thomas Roberts
Laura Elizabeth Robson
Andrew John Rodgers
Amy Page Rorech
Christopher Frank Ruder, Jr.
Hisham Ibrahim Salama
William Jason Schultze
Jeremy Allen Scott
Heather Alissa Shapiro
Katrina Luanne Shields
Amerique Patricia Sileno
Philip Paul Skrzypek
Joshua Kyle Slaven
Erik Clifton Snyder
Krzysztof Robert Sochacki
John Graham Spencer III
Emily Lauren Stilwell
Michael Stanard Strawbridge
Dana Christopher Stroud
Herman Malcolm Sutherland
Suelee Tang
William Brandon Taylor
Hillary Morgan Thomas
Kelly William Treiber
Brent Allen Upton
John Davis Vann
Christopher Michael Vogan
Jodi Vue
Nicole Donye-Lynn Wammack
Jennifer Anne Williamson
Anna Winifred Wilson
Margaret Miller Wilson
Casey Michelle Winebarger
Jeffrey Charles Worrall
Amy Shan Woo Wu
Dong Qin Zhang
Ran Zhuang

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Christelle Kayirangwa Gahamany
Kristen Marie Reynolds

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Martin Rosales Bricio
Tyler Addison Curlee
Ingrid Bancroft Goldson
Benjamin Callahan Jackson
Kyle Scott Snyder
Eric Stephen Stroud, Jr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMICS

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Curtis Lamont Lane II
Stephanie Lynn Pizzimenti

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Aric David Labarr

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
William Andrew Muir
Christopher Lee Roberts
College of Natural Resources

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Matthew Clayton Ipock***
Christopher Howard McGinness

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Teresa Lynnette Sholar
Lee Kerby Smithson**

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Timothy Pratt Bass II
Tareq Barrett El-Adham
Zachary Kent Eyler*
Matthew Steven Kudla*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE SCIENCES

Degrees Conferred June 28th
April Odeshia Jackson
Crystal Alison Stokes*
Brian Lee White

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
William Betton Creef
Jason Lee Edwards**
Sarah Elizabeth Ferguson
Matthew Brian Holbrook
Kim Jeong-Mee Jervis
Kyle Allen McKenzie
Anna Marie McMillian
Casey Eugene Phillips
Michael David Shepherd
Wendy Rebecca Welborn
Heather Lynn Yanno
Stephanie Brigitta Zolkowski**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FOREST MANAGEMENT

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Justin Wright Davis
Edwin Glenn Price III
Lucas Taylor Tuschak

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NATURAL RESOURCES

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Jeremy Thomas Aycock
Clyde Pinkney Beam III
Amy Lynn Judkins**

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PARKS, RECREATION AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Amanda Elaine Bachman
George Montgomery Bowman
Brice Sawyer Gibson
Jeffrey Michael Simpson

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Vanessa Andrea Bagdonas
Charles Ryan Combs
Ivory Natasha Harris
Sarah Elizabeth Hays
William Martin Jackson
Timothy Macgregor James
Christopher Andrew Llorente
Katie Elizabeth Lockhart
Courtney Marie Macneal
Jason Lee Philbeck*
Carroll Paige Rumbley**
Joshua Lance Small
Sarah Beth Tidball
Gary Washington, Jr.
Christy Nicole Welch*

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Jonathan Thomas Allen
William Ledford Allen
Shelley Elizabeth Baker*
Joel Emanuel Bateman
Kyle Pence Bever
Joseph Philip Block
Tamara Terrell Lockhart Boyd

* Cum Laude
** College Honors Program
*** Senior Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
PAPER SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING
Jointly administered by the College
of Natural Resources and the
College of Engineering.

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Min-Ah Lee
Jonathan Russell Leerkes+

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Larry Jerome Eason II+
Mary Ellen May Johnson*
Casey Edward Sawyer+

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
WOOD PRODUCTS

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Chi Lok Kwong

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Adnan Akbar Qayyum

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Christopher Reed Boling***
John Thomas Ross
Justin Clay Trivette
Matthew Steven Weronski
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Jim Preston Arp
Christopher Bard Davis
Sonya Louise Johnson

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Rubin Chen**
John Lance Sullivan

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Brandon Richard Clark**
Dwight Thomas Davis**
Jason Bradley Earl
Richard Scott Fitzgerald
Dawn Angel Montgomery**
Jay Michael Pearson
Laura Boudreau Venning

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CHEMISTRY

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Nicole Kathleen Southards+
Yizhen Su+
Edgar Linwood Thompson, Jr.
Elizabeth Ann Whitfield*

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Jason Darver Berric
Ghenet D. Mogos

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Angel Lorraine Cummings
Hayat Atta Goitu
Alison Leigh Hutchins**
Tchengleng Philippe Ku
James Edward Lamberth III+
Joel Esteban Manchego +
Michael Thomas Mayo*
Jivan Moaddeb+*
Qadira Hamid Morgan
Kristy Lynn Puryear
Pamela Jane Raper

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Marvin Edward Darnell
Christopher Allen Kopp*

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
William Scott Andrews
Megan Christina Brown+***
Matthew Edward Calder*
Adam Wade Collins+
Hae Yeun Huh*
Julia Kim Johnson
Ashley Elaine McDaniel
Dustin Jack Melton
Kelly Ahmad Pennix
Phillip Anthony Rodriguez
Michael Philip Schack
Jeffrey Todd Shearin
Daniel Alexander Todd

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN GEOLOGY

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Donald Bradley West, Jr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GEOLOGY

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Jennifer Nell Gordon
Andrew Kyle Hoover
Christine Lynn Hoover**
Helen Rutledge Munt***
Ginger Elaine Sigmon**

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Joy Abigail Rorrer

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Jennifer Jillayne Bennett
Mariya Yevgenyevna Bessonov***

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Michael Wallace Barnhart
John Joseph Chester, Jr.***
Ryan Adam Costanzo
Michael James Drutar
Duk Young Ha
Lynn Marie Harris**

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
* College Honors Program
Christina Maria Hewitt***
Jennifer Leigh Kropff*
Keven J. Kunz
Nancy Margaret Marchant+
Francis Brian Navin
Adam Albert Schuett+
Ashley Marie Snider*
Brandon Lee Tyndall

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN**
**MARINE SCIENCES**

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Harold Bernard Emmons III+*

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN**
**METEOROLOGY**

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Barrett Lee Smith II**
Michael Wade Strickler***

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Tammy Mae Baker
Christopher Kaylem Carter
Harold Bernard Emmons III+
Erin Elizabeth Moore
Suzanne Irene Schwab
Sara Danielle Wallace

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN**
**NATURAL RESOURCES**

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Anna Elizabeth Arnold*
Moniqua Jeannette Maxie

**BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PHYSICS**

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Omar Parker*
Steve Brandon Story

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Gregory Lee Stasiewicz

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN**
**PHYSICS**

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Christopher Ryan Cottrell*

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN**
**STATISTICS**

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Anuradha Bulusu**
Bryan Thomas Stines

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Aric David Labarr***

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Kristin Marie Chaudoir***
Jordan Ashley Erickson
Audria Michelle Humes
Norbert Tshipata Kadima

---

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude

* College Honors Program
+ Co-Major
College of Textiles

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN TEXTILE ENGINEERING
Jointly administered by the College of Textiles and the College of Engineering.

Degrees Conferred June 28th
Benjamin David Treece

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Chelsea Simone Davis
Danny Micah Fox
Morgan Lee Gwaltney
Dennis Michael Joyner

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN TEXTILE AND APPAREL MANAGEMENT

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Jennings Farham McGowan

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Fredrick Miguel Baxter
Heather Brooke Boger
Jaclyn Joy Butler
Janene Marie Cameron
Sally Colson Cline
Kenneth Cameron Coley
Cheryl Lee Denning
Katherine Brett Gardner
Elizabeth Ryce Godwin
Victor Rashon Harris

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Matthew Julian Farrell
Megan Christina Brown
Jack Royce Johnson III
Brad Urban

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN POLYMER AND COLOR CHEMISTRY

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Justin Daniel Fox

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Megan Christina Brown
Isaac Lynn Tripp
Brad Urban

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Carrie Elizabeth Cornelius

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
James Streeton Ferguson
Jennie Ann Guptill
Cameron Drake Johnson
Stefanie Erin Keto
Marvic Mendez
Geoffrey Michael Mitchell
Nyberg Emily Claire
Lashonda Ridges Ouk
Kerry Rebecca Pumphrey

Trevor Frank McDaniel
Deirdra Rhianna Nda
Emily Marie Simpson
Mon-San Wang

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
+ Co-Major
GRADUATE DEGREES

MASTERS DEGREES

MASTER OF ACCOUNTING

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Guizi Guan
John D. Patterson
Charles Christopher Safley
Carleise Elizabeth Scotten
Troy Matson Shadoin
Herman Carrell Smith
Engie Nicole York
Amy Lu Yuen
Yelena Zaytseva

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Franz William Beyer III
Katrina Tamika Johnson

MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Jeffrey Kirk Bradley
John Bradley Kidd
Allison Jo McCabe
William Allen West

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Sarah Elizabeth Looney

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

Degrees Conferred August 9th
James Michael Sweeney

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Anne Patricia Abney
Aaron Thomas Bergmann
Brent Hailey Covington
Tonya Lore Culley
Leah Carroll Faile
Jesse Joseph Green
Jeremy Raeson Hauch
Michael Lloyd Innerarity
Christopher Leigh Johnson
Annelise Knox
Michael Thomas Maza
Sydney Grace O'Hare

Sarah Wiseman Scolnik
Juliana Terese Strieff
Elizabeth Kang Trick
Nathan Gray Umstead
Jacob Carl Vanhorn
Elizabeth Webb Wells
Brian William Wolf

MASTER OF BIOINFORMATICS

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Ravi Narayan Iyengar

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Aram Yakov Avanesyan
Robert Daniel Reviere
Yongzhi Yang

MASTER OF BIOLOGICAL & AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Aaron Kelly Zickefoose

MASTER OF BIOMATHEMATICS

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Jiezhun Gu
Haojun Ouyang

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Kirstin Louise Breininger
Russell Scott Frazier
Elmo Beckton James III
Stacey Ross Isonhood
Andrew Richard Kurth
Michael Laverne Lofton
Bhavna Sethi

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Iman Gamil Ali
Sandra Dene Boyd
William Lee Cherry
Kelli Jo Clough
Schnika Nicole Demery
Douglas Edward Donofrio
Manish Dubal
Brett A. Feeney
Judy Jo Gibbs
Malcolm Wade Green
William Lewis Gregory
Melissa Marie Hart
Li Jiang
Kendall Scott King
Robert Allen Longfellow
Bao Viet Nguyen
Joseph Brent Owens
Dean Peter Phelps
Robert Wyatt Pickel
Thomas Lindsey Riddick
Alexis Boykin Sigmund
Michael Anthony Thorne
Clinton John Warren
Andrea Milbauer Wellhouse

MASTER OF CHEMISTRY

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Charles Fredrick Lansing

MASTER OF CIVIL ENGINEERING

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Jason Paul Cook
Bryant James Green
Yvonne Renee Lyda
John Emmett Perdue

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Philip Bevilacqua
Todd Albert Fischer
Jonathan Douglas Frazier
Joseph Michael Grantham
Elizabeth Allison Harris
Matthew Ryan Hergenrader
Juchun Hsieh
Venkata Pavan Kumar Immaneni
Jonathan Gary Joyner
Alex N. Kuriatnyk
Chad Louis Lanford
Wen Li
Yu-yi Liao
Amuket Kailash Nanda
Kari Lynn Neville
Nelzay Sorenis Rivas
Bastian Jonathan Schroeder
Jeffrey Lee Teague
Rafael Vazquez-Burney

MASTER OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Eric Matthew Pelkey
Bharathy Sethumadhavan
Siddhartha Shivshankar

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Nicholas Edward Buckner
Frank Joseph Castaneda
Saurabh Garg
Donna Ngoedung Giang
Richa Gupta
Patrick Nelson Idem
Phillip Andrew Idem
Geetika Jain
Khushpreet Kaur
William Lindsay Kivett III
Wenyi Li
Jayush R. Luniya
Dion Joseph Malmberg
Sean Robert Nickerson
Pranav H. Patel
Anthony George Penta
Dong Hwan Seo (Industrial Engineering)
Jason Ashley Sholl
Gopala Krishnan Subramanian
Shilpa Surapaneni
Madhuri Vacre
Fei Zhong

MASTER OF CROP SCIENCE

Degrees Conferred August 9th
John Patrick Cromer

MASTER OF ECONOMICS

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Malih Ijaz Cheema
Christopher Brian Hopkins
Katherine Michelle Scotello
Nongnuch Soonthornchawakan
Mark Dennis Worthington

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
James Ataei-Kachuei
Jenna Alyce Bryant
Andrew Michael Gledhill
Christopher James Goff
Osman Gulseven
Falguni Shashikant Kothari
Namrata Bharat Mehta
Max Andrew Mendel
Robert Matthew Pascale
Neha Arun Seth
David Alton Sisk
Hernan Alfonso Tejeda
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Kevin Michael Tull
Esin Turkes
Ryan Blake Williams
Dae-hyun Yoo

MASTER OF EDUCATION

Adult & Community College Education

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Olivia Joy Andrews-Beard
Lawrence Noel Bliss
Audrey Kay Martin-McCoy

Counselor Education

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Mona Dina Ellington

Curriculum and Instruction

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Laura Brown
Kelley Davidson House
April Mckinney Mendzef

Curriculum and Instruction, Business & Marketing Education

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Sarah Elizabeth Doepner
Janet Warren Dunn
Clarissa Bowden Fleming
William Thomas Gilbert
Scott Ernest Gupton
Cheryl Denise Hepburn
Tonya M. Jarrett
Anthony Wayne Melvin
Jamie Page Norton
Leslie Kiser Plemmons

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Susan Usinger Evans
Marianne Madar Farina
Brian William Gray
Dana Latham McIntyre
Katrice Earnhardt Thomas
Rita Barger Wipfield

Curriculum and Instruction, English Education

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Laura Christine Wilkison

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Katherine Lorene Beaver
Phillip Kevin Daughtry
Jennifer Alise Feldman
Amy Nicole Moore

Curriculum and Instruction, Instructional Technology

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Lashena Lynda Washington

Curriculum and Instruction, Reading

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Janine Somers Batchelor

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Carrie Cardwell Farrick

Curriculum and Instruction, Social Studies Education

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Shannon Lynn Best
Susan Denise Watson

Higher Education Administration

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Keith Ignatius Kozak
Jennifer Erin Sparkes

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Andrea Darlene Felder
April Dawn Williams

Marketing Education

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Ashley Caviness Fenley

Mathematics Education

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Michael Walter Downey
Amy Liszka Whitaker

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Kerry Edward Dungan
Danielle Leigh Lychak
Aimee Butcher Tattersall
Middle Grades Education

Degrees To Be Confirmed December 14th
Cecilia Damiani Lancia
Kimberly Ann Yaccarino

Science Education

Degrees To Be Confirmed December 14th
Laura Dellinger Berube
Kerry Watson Christian
Heidi Renee Plemmons

Special Education, Learning Disabilities

Degrees Confirmed August 9th
Kristen Lynn Schutt

Degrees To Be Confirmed December 14th
Anna Maria Lynch
Jennifer Lynn Pinho
Patton Elizabeth Smith

Special Education, Mental Retardation

Degrees To Be Confirmed December 14th
Cinda Cochran Meyer
Chantelle Louise Miles
Nicole Monique White

Technology Education

Degrees Confirmed August 9th
Shayla Regina Brooks
Fredrick Henry McDowell, Jr.

Degrees To Be Confirmed December 14th
Travis Clinton Gaster

Training and Development

Degrees Confirmed August 9th
Rebecca Revenis Todd
Rhonda Marie Welfare

Degrees To Be Confirmed December 14th
Janet Boyd Barclay
Leslie Carol Bennett
Patricia Anne Herrin
Joseph Francis Houde
Willa Hawkins Jerman
John Daniel Lathers
Elizabeth Wiseman Melvin

Sarah Cain Mertz
Keysha Lakahn Pryor
Amber Jane Sauer
Shari Ann Whicker

MASTER OF ENGINEERING

Degrees Confirmed August 9th
Peter Karl Entner
Gary Randall Rosende

Degrees To Be Confirmed December 14th
Christopher John Hodges
Kevin Knopeck
Jizhan Kuang
Beth A. McCooey
Eric Jonathan Murray
Danny Tue Ngo

MASTER OF EXTENSION EDUCATION

Degrees Confirmed August 9th
Allison Brown
Susan Stanford Chase
Cameron Sawyer Lowe

Degrees To Be Confirmed December 14th
Marcia Carter Elliott
Lucia Flint Kossler

MASTER OF FINANCIAL MATHEMATICS

Degrees To Be Confirmed December 14th
Tsatsu Emmanuel Nyamadi
Douglas William Vestal

MASTER OF FORESTRY

Degrees Confirmed August 9th
Morgan Dean Weatherford

Degrees To Be Confirmed December 14th
Jessica Marie Metzger

MASTER OF GENETICS

Degrees Confirmed August 9th
Alan Chen
William Neil Martin, Jr.

Degrees To Be Confirmed December 14th
Brooke Kellas Rush
MASTER OF HORTICULTURAL SCIENCE

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Brian Tebay Singleton

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Margaret Walker Godwin
Leslie Wren Titchner
Tiffany Harrelson Wells

MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Lynda Ellen Collins
Hardy Andrew Lim
Allen Randall Nelson

MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Megan Britton Carpenter
Sheetal Hanamant Pusalkar

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Abdulkerim Bugrahan Akben
Ya-Lan Chang
Sunil Sathwrik Gali
Aysegul Selcan Peker
Dong Hwan Seo (Co-major Computer Science)
Kenneth Kyle Wright

MASTER OF INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Raman Venkata Raghavan

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Chintan Naresh Desai
Kishan Janardhana Dayal
Abhijit Paresh Raval
Nader Sami Shinouda

MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Melanie Pfeifer Armstrong
Denford Madenyika
Julie Anne Overstreet

MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Helen Winston Miller
David Orth Reckford
Elizabeth Martin Wayman

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Swayze Keith Ollison

MASTER OF MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Hamza Elahir Abdelmajeed
Joseph Kenneth Markell

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Bradley James Busche
Stefan Sandukas

MASTER OF MICROBIOLOGY

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Yuye Lin

MASTER OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Venessa Elvira Garza
John Criss Swaim

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Jinwon Chung
Ricky Edwin Savage

MASTER OF NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Matthew Anderson Jessee

MASTER OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Gaurav Bhargava
Meltem Huryasar
Apoorv Mathur
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION, & TOURISM MANAGEMENT

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Jill Renee Quesenberry
Matthew William Tynan

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Christopher Todd Kaldon
Heather Elizabeth Martin
Antoinette Sheree Moyer
Christopher Morgan Snow
Robert Steadman Sugg

MASTER OF PHYSIOLOGY

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Amanda Marie Groulx

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Major Warren Bowen
Kunsheng Fang
Casey Warren Fulghum
Daphne Friggen Green
Timothy James Hoegemeyer
Caroline Shaw Peeler
Steven Mitchell Price
John Louis Roberts
Christopher Calvin Seaton
Nancy Holt Thomas

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Leica Martinraub Anzaldo
Allison Leigh Avery
Audrey Elizabeth Bartlett
Jessica Bellas
Katherine Miller Cathey
Kerri Bryant Erb
Kenneth Richard Hoyle
Helen Elizabeth Lewis
David W. Mitchell
Mohammed Ouahidi
Michael Anthony Wilson

MASTER OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Claudia Bennett Bazemore
Wanza Moore Cole
Robert Brandon Garland
Michele Lynne Griles

MASTER OF SPECIALIZED VETERINARY MEDICINE

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Mark Lee Richey

MASTER OF STATISTICS

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Yiyun Cai
Aaron Brent Hale
Jin Huang
Elaine Allen McVey
Xuan Sun

MASTER OF TEXTILES, TEXTILE MANAGEMENT & TECHNOLOGY CONCENTRATION

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Jill Marie Oliver De Waele

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Richale Lee Haney

MASTER OF TOXICOLOGY

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Sree Ranjani Ramani

MASTER OF VETERINARY PUBLIC HEALTH

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Mickey Glyn Moppin

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Shannon Marie Kozlowicz

MASTER OF WOOD & PAPER SCIENCE

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Christopher Paul Dozier
James Kheng Woon Lim

MASTER OF ZOOLOGY

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Martha Jean Flanagan
Courtney Elizabeth Long
MASTER OF ARTS DEGREES

English

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Richard Scot Barnett
Christopher Benjamin Berg
Laura Marie Edwards
Matthew Stephen Elder
Joanna Medlin Jones
Krystal Andrea Lynch
Michelle Charlene Moriarity
Carl Arthur Nery
Ethel Anne Powell
Brian Allen Santana
Sarah Bunker Weissberg

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Sherri Brown
Courtney Cleary Doi
Mary Elizabeth Everett
Emily W. Fulghum
Colin Daniel Hickey
Alexis Dagny Keto
Sarah E. Krocker
Gwendolynne Collins Reid
Angela Diane Stancar

History

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Michael Norwood McDowell
Coleman Armstrong Mehta
Richard Matthew Poteat
Titus Gabriel Sfirlea

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Kimberly Anne Bowler
Laura Seltzer Parkas

Liberal Studies

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Nancy Sprick Daniel
Gilda Edwards Ennis
Michael Scott Harrell
Leteicia Trenel Holloway
Aric Devon Lassiter
Lea Peace
Shandelyn Jannell Porter
Elizabeth Powers Salmon
Marlene Ann Schaffer
Ashley Christine Seaton

Salman Ahmad Sheikh
Conor James Taylor
Zachary Lee Tunstall
Michael Joseph Urban

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Scott Howard Brown
Thomas Shannon Doody
George Logan Grubbs
William Aaron Hall
Carla Anita Kelly
Stephen Gene Knopp
Sara Ann Kurtz
Patricia Maria Peraes
Wyatt Alan Pettengill
Julie Kay Trotter
Robert Marshall Tucker
Patricia Fisher Van Scoy
Lisa Dora Zhu

Public History

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Angela Lynn Clifton
Elizabeth Watts Sumner

Spanish Language and Literature

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Emily Shaw Crowell

MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREES

Aerospace Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Douglas E. Algera
Tiffany Leigh Berry
Michael Alexander Schoen

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Kayode Teniotope Ariwodola
Adam Paul Kiker
Craig Austin Petty
Stephen Michael Smith

Agricultural Education

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Bridget Lynn Robinson (Co-Major
Crop Science)
Animal Science

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Caroline Elizabeth Brown
Lauren Renae Cast
Stephanie Laura Hansen
Bianca Merrick Thompson

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Emily Jean Baird
Keri Evelyn Boyette
Jennifer Nicole Klein
Sarah Alissa Muncie
Warren Scott Tillman

Applied Mathematics

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Carrie Lynn Ward

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Kathryn Jordan West Bostic
Jimena Lamanda Davis
Kristen Jean Devault
Kelly Irene Dickson
Laura Marie Ellwein
Rebecca Isabel Kalhorn
Rizwana Rehman
John Richard Samuels
Laurie Margaret Zack
Song Shuang Feng Zhong

Biological & Agricultural Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Nicholas Olaf Stackelberg

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Deepti Tanjore

Biomedical Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Mageswaran Prasath
Xiaoling Wang (Co-Major Textile Engineering)

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Megan Allison Christie (Co-major Textile Engineering)

Botany

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Kristine Lee Callis
Faith Marie Inman
Polwatta G. Sumanasinghe

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Jennifer Louise Modliszewski
Melinda Dean Peters

Chemical Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Elizabeth Lee Morgan

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Fadhel A. KH A Azeez
Jason Michael Bruce
Suk Tai Chang
Amit Goyal
James Morgan Harris
Caryn L. Heldt
Matthew Omon Herigstad
Lindsey Brooks Jerrim
Young Kuk Jhon
Lawrence Keyes
Erin Melissa Phelps
Lawrence Anderson Strickland
Sachin Talwar
Vincent James Verruto

Chemistry

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Nancy Carol Finkel

Civil Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Mina Magdy Riad Dawood
Gamze Gulez
Andrew Thomas Logan
Lisa Ann Mitchell
John Elliot Sloan
Glen Eugene Smith

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Brian Scott Hall
David Dylan Lewis
James Lee Nelson
John Victor O'Janpa III
Nuttapon Paochiratana
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Juan Jose Recalde
Aniruddha Vilas Shidhore
Matthew Brian Skidmore
Vinicio Suarez

Communication

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Erin Margarita Swain

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Linda Jean Lindgren
Nadia del Carmen Morales
Holly Renee Noll
Sandra Britt Thomason

Computational Mathematics

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Brandy Ann Benedict

Computer Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Robert Martin Kuebel III
Kelly Thomas Mills

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Rekha Arunachalam
Konstantinos Beretkos
Anil Boddapati
Jason Alan Cox
Viraj Anand Datar
Praveen Elangovan
Jonathan Randall Hinkle
James Edward Hollifield
Trushant Anand Kalyanpur
Naga Lakshmi Mahali
Christopher Alexander Mineo
Omkar Charuchandra Paranjape
Sailashri Parthasarathy
Dustin Raymond Patterson
Timir Naresh Raithatha
Sriram Rajamanohar
Tyler V. Richards
Cristian Gonzalo Rojas
Gavin Girish Saldanha
Manan Mukesh Shah
Ashwini Kaggaladu Venkatachalaiah
Radha Venkatagiri

Computer Networking - Computer Science

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Ali Shayanfar

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Mahesh Gajanan Aia
Jennifer Lynn Frankie
Duifa Long
Eric Vincent Morris
Dhivya Muralishankar
Andrew Ryan Neville
Cassandra Garris Spencer

Computer Networking - Electrical Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Woochang Chun
Asavari Anil Thombare

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Michael Andrew Carpenter
Brian Ray Toothman

Computer Science

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Dinesh Dasarathan
Shalu Gupta
Jeffrey Todd Ligon
Sean Patrick McBride
Pierre Mouallem
Feng Fan
Jung Kee Song

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Srinath Anantharaju
Byung Chull Bae
Nikhil Baradwaj
Christopher Glen Bookholt
Erwin Francis D'Souza
Kashinath Dev
Justin Tucker Harris
Nandini Kappiah
Jaideep Mahalati
Scott William McQuiggan
Vikram Shrinivas Poojary
Xinxin Sheng
Yathiraj Bhat Udupi
Leena Vasant Wagle
Jiang Zheng

Counselor Education, Student Personnel In Higher Education

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Leonid Yuryevich Orlov
Crop Science

Degrees Conferred August 9th
James Marable Rutledge

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Kent Rodgers Gurganus
Bridget Lynn Robinson (Co-Major Agricultural Ed)
Minghui Sun

Electrical Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Mark Alan Chancey
Jagannath Bangalore Dayalu
Gautham Krishnamurthy
Guorong Ma
David William Mann
Vaibhav Srivastava
Clarke Taylor Swindell

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Andrew Joseph Cavender
Anosh Bomi Davierwalla
Sanath Elechitaya Suresh
Daryl William Fothergill
Vivek Goel
Matthew J. Grabowski
Ramesh Jayaraman
Pinak Kishore
Karthik Krish
Swathi Lakkarsu
Yufa Lu
Tao Ma
Shikha Yagnesh Mankad
Karthik Meesala
Vivek Bhai Mehta
Virendra Rameshbhai Patel
Chinmayee Patnaik
David Marshall Rouse
Shruthi Soora
Jon Robert Ward
Heng Xia

Entomology

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Kevin Vincent Donohue
Maria Adalita Marcus

Fisheries & Wildlife Sciences

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Andrea Margaret Kleist
Laura Maleda Lee
Jennifer Elizabeth Miller

Food Science

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Rong Reynolds
Christina Nicole Stam

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Reha Onur Azizoglu
Kristin Bjornsdottr
Alissa Dawn Caudle
Melissa Marie Funke
Julie Ann Grabowski
Shilpa Abhijeet Joshi
Youwen Pan
Choong Choung Teow

Forestry

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Julia Camille Burger
Emily Elizabeth Hudson

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
John William Adams
Okan Pala
Michael Edward Tighe
Jose Luis Zerpa

Horticultural Science

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Nancy Lee Brill
William Roland Leatherwood
Per Hilding McCord

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Elizabeth Sykes Larrea

Industrial Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Jacklyn Harrell Freeman
Andrew Charles Maxwell
Stephanie Ann Southard
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Degrees To Be Conferring December 14th
Raha Akhavan Tabatabaei (Co-Major Operations Research)
Jonathan Everett Drum
Chin-ling Ho

Marine, Earth, & Atmospheric Sciences

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Rebecca Elaine Eager
Michael Thomas Kiefer
Kelly Marie Mahoney
Brett Leon Purinton
Margaret Williene Puryear

Degrees To Be Conferring December 14th
John Stefan Allen
Raymond Jason Caldwell
Meredith Suzanne Croake
Allison Marie Hoggarth
Jennifer Cobb Holmes
Richard Darren Palmieri
Grant Morrow Parkins
Peng Su

Materials Science & Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Mark Daniel Losego
Brian Paul Wagner

Degrees To Be Conferring December 14th
Thomas Corwin Blair
Punam Pant
Jeremy Kelvin Peters
Tiffany Lynn Riley

Mathematics

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Jonathan Dale Brown

Degrees To Be Conferring December 14th
Hyoungmin Bae
Julie Catherine Beier
Joseph Michael Burdis
Alexey Igorevich Ovchinnikov
Robert Kenneth Quinn
Teresa Margaret Selee
Kathleen Ivancio Thompson

Mathematics Education

Degrees To Be Conferring December 14th
Karen Hilton Russell
Tina Tedder Starling

Mechanical Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Brett Chandler Brocato
Ryan Shaun Dennis
Jason Robert Dilworth
Heather Shannon Hanson
Bobak Hasanabadi
Christopher Michael Hodrick
Alexander Grant Paleocrossas

Degrees To Be Conferring December 14th
Robert Francis Alexander
Nathan Robert Block
Nathan Paul Buescher
Wei-Tsyr Chang
Michael Shane Dunlevy
Karalyn Faith Folkert
Robert Christopher Gannon
Benjamin Lee Icenhower
John Raymond Jacobs
Andrew Wood King
Thomas Michael Lewison
Steven Scott Moore
Justin Hsing Aik Ng
James Deon Aik Ng
Bryan Erik Roy
Timothy Lawrence Turner
David Wayne Webber
Qian Zheng

Natural Resources

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Adam James Sharpe
Becky Jo Townsend
Nekesha Bernadette Williams

Degrees To Be Conferring December 14th
Diane Marie Gercke
Arthur Gerrish Green IV
Maximilian Atlas Merrill
Angela Caroleen Moore

Nuclear Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Alfred Gaston Hathaway III
Kaushal Kishor Mishra

Degrees To Be Conferring December 14th
Brian Wesley Marple
Operations Research

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Alan Richard Cox, Jr.

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Raha Akhavan Tabatabaei (Co-Major Industrial Engr)

Parks, Recreation, & Tourism Management

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Danielle Jennifer Ericksen
Ronda Dee Michaels
Samuel Eugene Trogdon, II
Maryann Margaret Vinay

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Brooke Nicole Adams
Nicholas Charles Georgiade
William Chadwick Menefee

Degrees To Be Conferred August 9th
Sharon Jennette Jackson
Peter William Plumstead (Co-Major Nutrition)

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Carol Giamario
Nirada Leksrisompong

Psychology

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Anasuya Datta
Nicole Lyn Osowski

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Kimberly Anne Brantley

Psychology

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Dustin Robert Avent
Delmar Anthony Wright

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Kendra Jeanel Jason

Soil Science

Degrees Conferred August 9th
John Christopher Roberts

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Sergio Manacpo Abit, Jr.

Technical Communication

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Jennifer Cochran Higley
Rachel Leila Kight
Megan Elizabeth Miller
Tanya Bradburn Shearon

Textile Chemistry

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Joshua Daniel Saunders
Brian Patrick Shiels

Textile Engineering

Degrees Conferred August 9th
William Edward Dondero
Uchechi Eni
g
Amrit Gupta
Jyotsna Vedula
Xiaoling Wang (Co-Major, Biomedical Engineering)

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Megan Allison Christie (Co-major Biomedical Engineering)
Chad Stephen Seastrunk

Textiles, Textile Management & Technology Concentration

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Necia Ann Tou
Rahul Vallabh
Khyati Bhaskerbhai Vyas
Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Kannan Allampalayam Jayarama
Muhammad Shahzad Arbi
Sohil Arora
Karthik Arumugam
Erkmen Ercan
Elizabeth Anne Newcomb

Training and Development

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Jacquelyn Cheryl Gottlieb

Zoology

Degrees Conferred August 9th
Benoit Victor Jacquet
Laura Noriko Shewmon

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Caroline Stahala

MASTER OF FINE ARTS DEGREES

Creative Writing

Degrees To Be Conferred December 14th
Therese Anne Fowler
Nora Hutton Shepard
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION DEGREES

Degrees Conferred August 9th

Vikki Michelle Armstrong, Adult & Community College Education
Fayetteville, North Carolina
Dissertation: An Investigation of Transfer of Learning in Diabetes Self-management
Education. (Under the direction of Joseph Conrad Glass Jr.)

Christopher Lynn Austin, Adult & Community College Education
Apex, North Carolina
Dissertation: Baptist Ministers Habits, Attitudes, and Beliefs Concerning Alcohol Use.
(Under the direction of Joseph Conrad Glass, Jr.)

David Louis Sterrett Brook, Higher Education Administration
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: Henry Leveke Kamphoefner, the Modernist, Dean of the North Carolina State
University School of Design 1948-1972. (Under the direction of George B. Vaughan.)

Jeremy Glenn Dickerson, Technology Education
Maysville, North Carolina
Dissertation: Analysis of Computing Skills and Differences between Demographic Groups:
A Basis for Curriculum Development in Computer Technology Courses at UNC
Wilmington. (Under the direction of William J. Haynie III and Theodore J. Branoff.)

Jesse Maurice Dingle, Higher Education Administration
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: Let the Dialogue Begin: Diversity and the White Preservice Teacher. (Under
the direction of John Mark Pettitt.)

Dean Russell Furbish, Adult & Community College Education
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: A Philosophical Examination of Mead’s Pragmatist Constructivism as a
Referent for Adult Science Education. (Under the direction of Carol E. Kasworm.)

Russell Keith Mackie, Adult & Community College Education
Hickory, North Carolina
Dissertation: Multiple Intelligences and Graphic Design Ability in Five North Carolina
Community Colleges. (Under the direction of Don Cary Locke.)

Ronnie Nolan, Adult & Community College Education
Corbin, Kentucky
Dissertation: First-generation College Graduates: An Examination of the Relationship
between the Barriers to Graduation and the Motivating Factors. (Under the direction of
George B. Vaughan.)

David Russell Shockley, Adult & Community College Education
Granite Falls, North Carolina
Dissertation: Learning Styles and Students' Perceptions of Satisfaction in Community
College Web-based Learning Environments. (Under the direction of Don Cary Locke.)
Catherine Elise Barrett, Higher Education Administration Durham, North Carolina
Dissertation: Educational Experiences of First-generation Women Community College Students of Nontraditional Age. (Under the direction of Barbara A. Sparks and Audrey J. Jaeger.)

John William Conoley, Agricultural and Extension Education Wilson, North Carolina
Dissertation: Impacts of an Audience Response System on Student Achievement in High School Agriscience Courses. (Under the direction of Gary E. Moore and Dan Barry Croom.)

John Hadley Cubbage, Educational Administration & Supervision Middletown, New Jersey
Dissertation: The Louisburg Rosenwald School: Franklin County Training School/Riverside High School. (Under the direction of Kenneth H. Brinson Jr., and Peter Hessling.)

Elinor Marie Foster-Blackwell, Technology Education Reidsville, North Carolina
Dissertation: Perceptions of North Carolina Technology Education Teachers Concerning Their Effectiveness in Teaching Students with Disabilities in Technology Education. (Under the direction of William J. Haynie III.)

Jerrid Paul Freeman, Higher Education Administration Burwell, Nebraska
Dissertation: Postsecondary Education for the Underserved in America: A Study of Highly Non-traditional Students in Community Colleges. (Under the direction of John S. Levin.)

Vernon Linwood Lawter Jr., Higher Education Administration Belmont, North Carolina
Dissertation: College Bound High School Seniors’ Perceptions of the Community College. (Under the direction of George B. Vaughan.)

Ronald Anthony Roukema, Educational Administration & Supervision Southern Pines, North Carolina
Dissertation: The Impact of the Support Our Students (SOS) After-School Program on the Achievement of Middle-Grade Students at Risk of Academic Failure. (Under the direction of Paul F. Bitting, and Peter Hessling.)

Nona E. Saling, Adult & Community College Education Chapel Hill, North Carolina
Dissertation: An Empirical Study Comparing the Effect of Feedback, Training, and Executive Coaching on Leadership Behavior Change. (Under the direction of Bradley S. Mehlenbacher.)

Franklin Daniel Shaw, Agricultural and Extension Education Richlands, North Carolina
Dissertation: Decision-makers’ Perception of Quality Indicators for the Total County Extension Program. (Under the direction of Robert David Mustian.)
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREES

Degrees Conferred August 9th

Shamshad Ahmed, Counselor Education
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: Mental Health of Muslims Living in a Southeastern City in the United States. (Under the direction of Edwin Roland Gerler, Jr.)

Kenneth Alonzo Anderson, Curriculum and Instruction
Pinetops, North Carolina
Dissertation: The Impact of Mentoring on Standardized Test Results of African American Males in the Elementary and Middle Grades. (Under the direction of Terrance P. O'Brien.)

Richard Ochieng Anyah, Marine, Earth, & Atmospheric Sciences
Kisumu, Kenya
Dissertation: Modeling the Variability of the Climate System over Lake Victoria Basin. (Under the direction of Fredrick H. M. Semazzi and Lian Xie.)

Michael Joseph Brennan, Marine, Earth, & Atmospheric Sciences
Roanoke, Virginia
Dissertation: The Formation and Impact of an Incipient Cold-air Precipitation Feature on the 24 - 25 January 2000 East Coast Cyclone. (Under the direction of Gary M. Lackmann.)

Janet Ferguson Cakir, Parks, Recreation, & Tourism Management
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: Modeling Trail Degradation using Field and GIS Methodologies: A Comparative Study. (Under the direction of Hugh A. Devine and Yu-Fai Leung.)

Christopher Stan Cameron, Chemistry
Sanford, North Carolina
Dissertation: Synthesis of Amphiphilic Iron-Sulfur Core Dendrimers and Investigations into Their Encapsulation Abilities in Different Solutions. (Under the direction of Christopher B. Gorman.)

Bensong Chen, Computer Science
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Dissertation: Hierarchical Traffic Grooming in Large-scale WDM Networks. (Under the direction of George N. Rouskas and Rudra Dutta.)

Brian Norris Chorley, Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Jacksonville, North Carolina
Dissertation: Differential Mucin Subtype Regulation and Anti-inflammatory Effects of Inducible Nitric Oxide Synthase in Stimulated Airway Epithelial Cells in Vitro. (Under the direction of Kenneth B. Adler.)

Pablo Coronel, Food Science
Quito, Ecuador
Dissertation: Continuous Flow Processing of Foods using Cylindrical Applicator Microwave Systems Operating at 915 MHZ. (Under the direction of Kandiyan P. Sandeep.)
Ondulla Tyvette Foye, Nutrition
Selma, North Carolina
Dissertation: The Biochemical and Molecular Effects of Amnionic Nutrient Administration, "in vivo feeding" on Intestinal Development, Function and Carbohydrate Metabolism in the Liver and Muscle of Turkey Embryos and Pouls. (Under the direction of Peter Rudolf Ferket.)

Guozhi Gao, Statistics
Guangzhou, People's Republic of China
Dissertation: Semiparametric Estimators for the Regression Coefficients in the Linear Transformation Competing Risks Models with Missing Cause of Failure. (Under the direction of Anastasios A. Tsiatis.)

Jining Gao, Mathematics
Shanghai, People's Republic of China
Dissertation: The Algebraic Structure of BRST Operators and Their Applications. (Under the direction of Ronald Owen Fulp.)

Xiang Guo, Statistics
Yangzhou, People's Republic of China
Dissertation: Statistical Analysis in Two Stage Randomization Designs in Clinical Trials. (Under the direction of Anastasios A. Tsiatis.)

Xiaogang Han, Nuclear Engineering
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: Development of Monte Carlo Code for Coincidence Prompt Gamma-ray Neutron Activation Analysis. (Under the direction of Robin Pierce Gardner.)

Dequan He, Economics
Cary, North Carolina
Dissertation: Modeling Transactions Costs Band and Nonlinear Price Dynamics in Forest Commodity Markets. (Under the direction of Matthew T. Holt.)

Teresa Ann Helmlinger, Public Administration
Fuquay-Varina, North Carolina
Dissertation: The Essence of Centennial Campus: A Public/private Strategic Alliance that Responds to Corporate Core Values of Innovation. (Under the direction of Michael Lee Vasu.)

Tae-Young Heo, Statistics
Cheongju, South Korea
Dissertation: Spatial Modeling for Capturing the Effects of Point Sources. (Under the direction of Jacqueline M. Hughes-Oliver.)

Christopher Lynn Hinkle, Physics
Cumberland, Maryland
Dissertation: Fixed Charge Reduction and Tunneling in Stacked Gate Dielectrics. (Under the direction of Gerald Lucovsky.)

Young-Rae Hong, Chemistry
Inchon, Korea
Dissertation: Structure-Property Relationships for Electron Transfer Kinetics in Metal Tris (bipyridine) Core Dendrimers. (Under the direction of Christopher B. Gorman.)
Christopher David Houle, Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Apex, North Carolina
Dissertation: Cooperative Effects of Tumor Suppressor Genes and Oncogenes on the Dynamic Process of Tumorigenesis. (Under the direction of Douglas A. Cullinan.)

He Huang, Computer Science
Nanping, People's Republic of China
Dissertation: On the Protection of Link State Routing and Discovery of PKI Certificate Chain in MANET. (Under the direction of Arne A. J. Nilsson and Shyhtsun Felix Wu.)

Kalidas Jana, Economics
San Antonio, Texas
Dissertation: Canonical Correlations and Instrument Selection in Econometrics. (Under the direction of Alastair Robert Hall.)

Chad Victor Jordan, Botany
Julian, North Carolina
Dissertation: Geminivirus-induced Gene Silencing as a Method to Determine the Role of Essential Cell Cycle Genes in Plant Development. (Under the direction of Dominique Robertson.)

Byongsun Ju, Materials Science and Engineering
Seoul, Republic of Korea
Dissertation: Properties of Zr Silicate and Zr-Si Oxynitride High-k Dielectric Alloys for Advanced Microelectronic Applications: Chemical and Electrical Characterizations. (Under the direction of Gerald Lucovsky and Jon-Paul Maria.)

Caren Ann Judge, Horticultural Science
St. Johns, Michigan

Jaehoon Kim, Chemical Engineering
Kyungki Do, Republic of Korea
Dissertation: Deposition of Thin Organic and Metal Films from Carbon Dioxide by Free Meniscus and Solvent Displacement Methods. (Under the direction of Ruben G. Carbonell and Joseph M. DeSimone.)

Rachel Marie King, Aerospace Engineering
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Dissertation: On the Use of Wing Adaptation and Formation Flight for Improved Aerodynamic Efficiency. (Under the direction of Ashok Gopalarathnam.)

Larissa Knebel, Botany
Abingdon, Virginia
Dissertation: Resin Flow Induction in Southern Pines: Implications for Defense Against Southern Pine Beetle. (Under the direction of Thomas Ralph Wentworth.)

Travis Lee Knuckles, Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Charleston, West Virginia
Dissertation: In Vitro Cardiototoxicity of Residual Oil Fly Ash. (Under the direction of Kenneth B. Adler.)
Girish Kulkarni, Operations Research
Mumbai, India
Dissertation: Exact and Heuristic Algorithms for the q-mode Problem. (Under the direction of Yahya Fathi.)

Heng Hung Kuo, Economics
Raleigh, North Carolina

Susana Karina Lai-Yuen, Industrial Engineering
Tapachula, Mexico

Cheolha Pedro Lee, Electrical Engineering
Chonju, South Korea
Dissertation: Robust Image Segmentation using Active Contours: Level Set Approaches. (Under the direction of Wesley Edwin Snyder.)

Zhonghua Li, Mechanical Engineering
Jinxiang, People’s Republic of China
Dissertation: Computational Analyses and Simulations of Fluid-structure Interactions Applied to Stented Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms. (Under the direction of Clement Kleinstreuer.)

Donggang Liu, Computer Science
Beijing, People’s Republic of China

Yujie Lu, Chemistry
Lanzhou, People’s Republic of China
Dissertation: Solution and Surface Properties of Helical Rod-like Polyguanidines. (Under the direction of Bruce M. Novak.)

Suzanne Rodden Matthews, Fiber & Polymer Science
Mount Holly, North Carolina
Dissertation: Plasma Aided Finishing of Textile Materials. (Under the direction of Marian Gayle McCord.)

John Paul May, Mathematics
Kindersley, Saskatchewan, Canada
Dissertation: Approximate Factorization of Polynomials in Many Variables and Other Problems in Approximate Algebra via Singular Value Decomposition Methods. (Under the direction of Erich L. Kaltofen.)

Todd Alan McFall, Economics
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Dissertation: Creating the Hot Hand Effect with a Grand Prize. (Under the direction of Charles Robert Knoeber.)
William John Mecouch, Materials Science and Engineering
Mifflinburg, Pennsylvania
Dissertation: Preparation and Characterization of Thin, Atomically Clean GaN (0001) and AlN (0001) Films and the Deposition of Thick GaN Films via Iodine Vapor Phase Growth. (Under the direction of Robert Foster Davis and Zlatko Sitar.)

Edwin Clifford Mensah, Economics
Accra, Ghana
Dissertation: The Market Impact of the Simultaneous Adoption of Complementary Agricultural Technologies. (Under the direction of Michele C. Marra and Michael K. Wohlgenant.)

Jeanne Jackson Morse, Physics
Laurinburg, North Carolina
Dissertation: Design and Evaluation of a Computer Tutorial on Electric Fields. (Under the direction of John Stetler Risley.)

Aydin Ozdemir, Design
Ankara, Turkey
Dissertation: An Exploratory Study of Interpersonal Distances and Perceived Spaciousness and Crowding in Four Shopping Malls across Two Cultures. (Under the direction of Fatih Ahmet Rifki.)

Jung Wook Park, Statistics
Seoul, Korea
Dissertation: Statistical Inference for Correlated Data Based on Censored Observations. (Under the direction of Sujit K. Ghosh and Marc Georges Genton.)

Joshua Bill Payne, Animal Science & Poultry Science
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: Modeling the Growth and Death Kinetics of Salmonella in Poultry Litter as a Function of pH and Water Activity. (Under the direction of Brian W. Sheldon.)

Vishwas Puttasubbappa, Computer Science
Bangalore, India
Dissertation: Optical Burst Switching: Challenges, Solutions and Performance Evaluation. (Under the direction of Harry G. Perros.)

Robert Charles Ray, Mathematics
Spokane, Washington
Dissertation: Quantum Symmetric Spaces and Quantum Symplectic Invariants. (Under the direction of Naihuan Jing.)

Mason Jacob Reed, Materials Science and Engineering
Independence, Missouri
Dissertation: Light Emitting Diodes and Dilute Magnetic Semiconductors in the III-Nitride Materials System. (Under the direction of Nadia A. El-Masry.)

Stephanie Lynn Richards, Entomology
Charleston, South Carolina
Dissertation: Spatial Ecology of Aedes Albopticus in Suburban Landscapes of a Piedmont Community in North Carolina. (Under the direction of Charles Smith Apperson.)
Lisa Kay Robertson, Genetics
Raleigh, North Carolina

Hulya Saygili, Economics
Raleigh, North Carolina

David Alan Schnerch, Civil Engineering
Winnipeg, Canada
Dissertation: Strengthening of Steel Structures with High Modulus Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) Materials. (Under the direction of Sami H. Rizkalla.)

Richard Charles Schugart, Applied Mathematics
Potsdam, New York
Dissertation: Mathematical Models and Numerical Methods for Analysis of Mechanical and Chemical Loading in Articular Cartilage. (Under the direction of Mansoor A. Haider.)

Jean Paul Sepulveda Umanzor, Economics
Talca, Chile
Dissertation: Uncertainty and Business Cycle Asymmetries. (Under the direction of John Joseph Seater.)

Jonathan Christopher Shaw, Forestry
Richlands, North Carolina

Changmock Shin, Economics
Seoul, Korea
Dissertation: Entropy Based Moment Selection in Generalized Method of Moments. (Under the direction of Alastair Robert Hall.)

Sudarsan Srinivasan, Materials Science and Engineering
Madras, India
Dissertation: Piezoelectric, Dielectric, and Ferroelectric thin films on Metal Substrates for Microelectronic Applications. (Under the direction of Angus Ian Kingon.)

Kevin Mark Stainback, Sociology
Raleigh, North Carolina

Jennifer Laurie Thompson, Zoology
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania
Dissertation: Breeding Biology of Swainson's Warblers in a Managed South Carolina Bottomland Forest. (Under the direction of Richard A. Lancia.)
Danielle Dion Treadwell, Horticultural Science
Gainesville, Florida
Dissertation: Tillage and Cover Crop Management Influence Weeds, Insects, Soil and Crop
Nutrients, Crop Development and Yield in Organically Managed North Carolina
Sweetpotato Ipomoea batatas (L.) Lam. Systems. (Under the direction of Nancy G. Creamer
and Jean Beagle Ristaino.)

Chinasa Victor Ukpabi, Educational Research & Policy Analysis
Ibeku, Mbaise, Nigeria
Dissertation: Formulating a Prediction Model of Retention Rate in the University of North
Carolina System. (Under the direction of Robert C. Serow.)

Zhi Wang, Biomathematics and Bioinformatics
Wuhan, People's Republic of China
Dissertation: Spectral Analysis of Protein Sequences. (Under the direction of William R.
Atchley and Bruce Spencer Weir.)

Patricia Yvonne Warren, Sociology
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: Race, Class and Trust: Perceptions of the Police in North Carolina. (Under the
direction of Donald Tomaskovic-Devey.)

Tracy Savell Weeks, Curriculum and Instruction
Holly Springs, North Carolina
WebQuests. (Under the direction of Alan R. Foley and Ellen Storey Vasu.)

Shannon Hill White, Curriculum and Instruction
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and Instructional Technology (II)
Diffusion: K-12 Student and Educator Conceptualizations. (Under the direction of Marsha L.
Alibrandi and Alan R. Foley.)

Jared Dewey Williams, Soil Science
Blackfoot, Idaho
Dissertation: Soil Nitrogen Tests Developed for Soil and Landscape Fertilizer
Recommendations. (Under the direction of David Alan Crouse and Carl R. Crozier.)

Justyna Ewa Wolak, Chemistry
Bydgoszcz, Poland
Dissertation: Polyolefin Miscibility: Solid-State NMR Investigation of Phase Behavior in
Saturated Hydrocarbon Blends. (Under the direction of Jeffery L. White.)

Jinyuan Yan, Nuclear Engineering
Beijing, People's Republic of China
Dissertation: Crystallographic Texture and Creep Anisotropy in Cold Worked and
Recrystallized Zirlo. (Under the direction of K. Linga Murty.)

Karen Alyse Yokley, Computational Mathematics
Columbia, Tennessee
Dissertation: Physiologically Based Model Development and Parameter Estimation:
Benzene Dosimetry in Humans and Respiratory Irritation Response in Rodents. (Under the
direction of Hien T. Tran.)
William Justin Youngblood, Chemistry  
Atlanta, Georgia  

Tao Zeng, Economics  
Hunan, People's Republic of China  
Dissertation: Chinese Agricultural Household Farming Efficiency and Off-farm Labor Supply. (Under the direction of Barry Kent Goodwin.)
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Brian Michael Adams, Computational Mathematics  
Jeffersonville, Vermont  
Dissertation: Non-parametric Parameter Estimation and Clinical Data Fitting with a Model of HIV Infection. (Under the direction of Harvey Thomas Banks.)

Almukhtar Saif Al-Abri, Economics  
Hamra, Oman  
Dissertation: Essays on Economic Variability, Dynamics of Adjustment, and Exchange Rate Flexibility. (Under the direction of Douglas K. Pearce.)

Rolin Farrar Barrett Jr., Mechanical Engineering  
Raleigh, North Carolina  
Dissertation: Mechanical Engineering Capstone Senior Design Textbook. (Under the direction of Eric Carl Klang.)

Tzvetelina Boianova Battestilli, Computer Science  
Raleigh, North Carolina  
Dissertation: Performance Analysis of Optical Burst Switched Networks with Dynamic Simultaneous Link Possession. (Under the direction of Harry G. Perros.)

Rajendra Rangappayya Bhat, Chemical Engineering  
Pune, India  
Dissertation: Investigating Adsorption of Synthetic Nanoparticles and Biological Species using Surface-grafted Molecular and Macromolecular Gradient Assemblies. (Under the direction of Jan Genzer.)

Sofi Bin-Salamon, Chemistry  
Saxe, Virginia  
Dissertation: Synthesis and Characterization of Electronically Labile Molecules. (Under the direction of David A. Shultz and Daniel L. Feldheim.)

Ekaterina Viktorovna Botchkovar, Sociology  
Nizhni Novgorod, Russia  

James Byron Brooks, Counselor Education  
Dallas, North Carolina  
Dissertation: The Effects of Early Negative Events on Self-esteem and Treatment Outcomes of Participants in a Drug Abuse Outcome Study. (Under the direction of Stanley B. Baker.)
Ian Cristofer Burke, Crop Science
Slidell, Louisiana
Dissertation: Biology, Physiology, and Pollen Expression of ACCase Resistance in Johnsongrass (Sorghum halepense). (Under the direction of John W. Wilcut.)

Grace Eleanor Byfield, Microbiology
Trelawny, Jamaica
Dissertation: The Effect of Temperature on Fatty Acid Desaturase Gene Expression and Fatty Acid Composition in Developing Soybean Seeds. (Under the direction of Robert Gregory Upchurch and Amy M. Grunden.)

Ailing Cai, Electrical Engineering
Beijing, People's Republic of China
Dissertation: Wide Band Gap Semiconductor Optical Wave Guide. (Under the direction of John F. Muth.)

Peter Vernon Caldwell, Forestry
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: Characterization of the Hydrologic Regime of Four Carolina Bay Plant Communities. (Under the direction of James Douglas Gregory and Michael John Vepraskas.)

Mary E. Carunchia Whetstine, Food Science
Kendallville, Indiana
Dissertation: Flavor Chemistry of Cheese, Milk Powder, and Dried Whey Proteins. (Under the direction of Mary Anne Drake.)

Changwoong Chu, Chemical Engineering
Seoul, Republic of Korea
Dissertation: Fabrication and Characterization of Electrical Contacts for Charge Transport Study in Molecular Electronics. (Under the direction of Gregory N. Parsons.)

Amit Chugh, Materials Science & Engineering
Kanpur, India
Dissertation: Novel Nanostructured Thin Film Heterostructures: Growth, Nanoscale Characterization and Properties. (Under the direction of Jagdish Narayan.)

Jody Gibbons Cleven, Curriculum and Instruction
Wauconda, Illinois
Dissertation: Training and Mentoring Childcare Providers in Story Sharing: Effects on Vocabulary and Story Retelling for Four-year Olds, and Story Sharing Behaviors of Childcare Providers. (Under the direction of Barbara J. Fox.)

Shannon Burns Conners, Bioinformatics
Durham, North Carolina
Dissertation: Carbohydrate Utilization Pathway Analysis in the Hyperthermophile Thermotoga maritima. (Under the direction of Robert M. Kelly.)

Rene Elizabeth Cummins, Psychology
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: An Investigation of Posttraumatic Stress Symptoms and Ways of Coping Among Cancer Patients. (Under the direction of Charles Korte.)
Rafael Federico Dalmau, Materials Science & Engineering
San Juan, Puerto Rico
Dissertation: Aluminum Nitride Bulk Crystal Growth in a Resistively Heated Reactor. (Under the direction of Zlatko Sitar.)

Ellen Inghman Damschen, Zoology
Minnetonka, Minnesota
Dissertation: Plant Community Response to Landscape Connectivity and Patch Shape. (Under the direction of Nicholas M. Haddad and James F. Gilliam.)

Tricia Marie Day, Parks, Recreation, & Tourism Management
Columbus, Indiana

Stephen Ericson Diener, Functional Genomics
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: Insight into Filamentous Fungal Secretion and Evolution Through Genomic Analysis. (Under the direction of Ralph A. Dean.)

Mayuree Dourngpet, Wood & Paper Science
Udon Thani, Thailand
Dissertation: Environment and Genetic Effects on Wood Quality of Populus. (Under the direction of Ilona Peszlen.)

Jackie Strum Ennis, Curriculum and Instruction
Red Oak, North Carolina
Dissertation: Through the Lens of the Microscope: Examining the Addition of Traditional and Digital Microscopes to the Study of Cell Theory in a Rural Middle School Setting. (Under the direction of Ellen Vasu.)

Patricia Babin Fanning, Biochemistry
Chicago, Illinois
Dissertation: Prediction and Modeling of the Structure of 16S rRNA. (Under the direction of Paul L. Wollenzien.)

Dianne Farrer, Crop Science
Cedar Hills, Utah

Cexiong Fu, Chemistry
Hainan, People’s Republic of China
Dissertation: Development of Micellar Selectivity Triangle for Classifications of Pseudostationary Phase Selectivity in Electrokinetic Chromatography. (Under the direction of Morteza G. Khaledi.)

Charles Clifton Fulton, Materials Science & Engineering
Queen Creek, Arizona
Dissertation: Spectroscopic Study of the Interface Chemical and Electronic Properties of High-K Gate Stacks. (Under the direction of Robert J. Nemanich and Jon-Paul Maria.)
Peng Geng, Mechanical Engineering  
Beijing, People's Republic of China  
Dissertation: Numerical and Theoretical Analysis of Falling Plume and its Applications Caused by Bioconvection of Microorganisms. (Under the direction of Andrey V. Kuznetsov.)

Dipankar Ghosh, Materials Science & Engineering  
Raleigh, North Carolina  
Dissertation: Tunable Microwave Devices using BST (Barium Strontium Titanate) and Base Metal Electrodes. (Under the direction of Jon-Paul Maria and Angus Ian Kingon.)

Chunzhi Jitty Gu, Materials Science & Engineering  
Henan Province, People's Republic of China  
Dissertation: SIMS Quantification of Matrix and Impurity Species in III-Nitride Alloys. (Under the direction of Phillip E. Russell and Dieter P. Griffis.)

Marcelo Pinto Guimaraes, Design  
Belo Horizonte, Brazil  
Dissertation: An Assessment of Understanding Universal Design Through Online Visual Resources and Role-playing Simulation Exercises. (Under the direction of Robin C. Moore.)

Melih Gunay, Fiber & Polymer Science  
Antalya, Turkey  
Dissertation: Characterization and Quantification of Woven Fabric Irregularities using 2-D Anisotropy Measures. (Under the direction of Warren J. Jasper and Moon Won Suh.)

Jianhua Guo, Civil Engineering  
Xuzhou, People's Republic of China  
Dissertation: Adaptive Estimation and Prediction of Univariate Vehicular Traffic Condition Series. (Under the direction of Billy M. Williams.)

Qingfeng He, Computer Science  
Hubei, People's Republic of China  
Dissertation: Requirements-based Access Control Analysis and Policy Specification. (Under the direction of Ana I. Anton.)

Amanda Barbara Hepler, Statistics  
Bel Air, Maryland  
Dissertation: Improving Forensic Identification using Bayesian Networks and Relatedness Estimation: Allowing for Population Substructure. (Under the direction of Bruce Spencer Weir.)

Barbi Tart Honeycutt, Parks, Recreation, & Tourism Management  
Garner, North Carolina  
Dissertation: Students' Perceptions and Experiences in a Learning Environment that uses an Instructional Game as a Teaching Strategy. (Under the direction of Beth Evelyn Wilson.)

Jeffrey Braidon Hood, Computational Mathematics  
San Antonio, Texas  
Dissertation: Molecular-based Models for Viscoelasticity of Polymers. (Under the direction of Harvey Thomas Banks.)
Robin Marie Hopwood, Immunology
Strafford, New Hampshire
Dissertation: The Role of Intestinal Epithelial Cell CD23 in Food Allergy. (Under the direction of Bruce Hammerberg and Shelly L. Vaden.)

Weichun Huang, Bioinformatics
Yongkang, People’s Republic of China
Dissertation: Computational Methods for Identifying and Characterizing the Human Gene Regulatory Regions and CIS-Elements. (Under the direction of Bruce Spencer Weir.)

Jie Hui, Computer Engineering
Shanxi Province, People’s Republic of China
Dissertation: QoS Provisioning in Wi-Fi Networks: Capacity Modeling and Resource Control. (Under the direction of Mihail Devetsikiotis.)

Francisco R. Hung, Chemical Engineering
Caracas, Venezuela
Dissertation: Capillary Condensation and Freezing of Simple Fluids Confined in Cylindrical Nanopores. (Under the direction of Keith E. Gubbins.)

James Harold Isenhood Jr., Food Science
Brandon, Mississippi
Dissertation: Sample Processing Strategies for Optimal PCR Detection of Pathogens in Foods. (Under the direction of Mary Anne Drake.)

Wendy Noble Jefferson, Toxicology
Belhaven, North Carolina
Dissertation: Neonatal Exposure to the Phytoestrogen, Genistein Alters Ovarian Differentiation and Development. (Under the direction of Gerald A. LeBlanc.)

Honghua Jiang, Biomathematics and Statistics
Yantai, People’s Republic of China
Dissertation: Age-dependent Tag Return Models for Estimating Fishing Mortality, Natural Mortality and Selectivity. (Under the direction of Kenneth Hugh Pollock and Cavell Brownie.)

Matthew Robert Johnson, Chemical Engineering
Fairport, New York
Dissertation: Intercellular Communication in Hyperthermophilic Microorganisms. (Under the direction of Robert M. Kelly.)

Changku Kang, Statistics
Seoul, Korea
Dissertation: Regression Via Clustering using Dirichlet Mixtures. (Under the direction of Subhashis Ghosal.)

Alice Louise Kassens, Economics
Wilmington, North Carolina
Dissertation: Do the Obese Respond to Adverse Health Events? A Bayesian and Behavioral Approach. (Under the direction of Alvin E. Headen, Jr.)
Mazen Mahmoud Kharbutli, Computer Engineering
Irbid, Jordan
Dissertation: Improving the Security of the Heap through Inter-process Protection and Intra-process Temporal Protection. (Under the direction of Yan Solihin.)

Joo-Sung Kim, Food Science
Seoul, Korea
Dissertation: Natural Transformation-mediated Transfer of Erythromycin Resistance in *Campylobacter coli* and *Campylobacter jejuni*. (Under the direction of Sophia Kathariou.)

Jooyoun Kim, Fiber & Polymer Science
Seoul, Republic of Korea
Dissertation: Investigation on Charge Deterioration of Electrically Charged Filter Media using Electric Force Microscopy. (Under the direction of Roger Lee Barker and Juan Paulo Hinestroza.)

Frank Henry Koch Jr., Forestry
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: Spatial Tools for Managing Hemlock Woolly Adelgid in the Southern Appalachians. (Under the direction of Heather Cheshire.)

Douglas John Kojetin, Biochemistry
Indianapolis, Indiana
Dissertation: Structural Characterization of Two-component Signal Transduction Proteins and Calbindin D9k. (Under the direction of John Cavanagh.)

Sandeep H. Krishnamurthy, Electrical Engineering
Gubbi, India
Dissertation: Fundamental Limits and Joint Design of Wireless Systems with Vector Antennas. (Under the direction of Brian L. Hughes.)

Ryan Warner Kurtz, Entomology
Leland, Mississippi
Dissertation: Data Generation and Utilization for Evaluating Insect Resistance Management Requirements through Computer Modeling. (Under the direction of John Wey Van Duyn and Julius Roscoe Bradley Jr.)

Kyle Alan Landskroner, Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Beaverton, Oregon
Dissertation: Thrombosis and Thrombolysis: Emphasis on Hemophilia and Effect of Dissolution of Thrombi with Plasmin. (Under the direction of Neil C. Olson.)

Matthew Scott Lasater, Computational Mathematics
Gastonia, North Carolina
Dissertation: Numerical Methods for the Wigner-Poisson Equations. (Under the direction of Carl Timothy Kelley.)

Traronda Lourn Latimore, Sociology
Hugo, Oklahoma
Dissertation: Illuminating Individual-level Sources of Crime for African Americans and Whites: An Examination of Four Theories. (Under the direction of Charles S. Tittle.)
Jae Seok Lee, Civil Engineering
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: Value Analysis of Wi-Fi Agent Functions in Construction. (Under the direction of Leonhard E. Bernold.)

Jong-Hwa Lee, Economics
Seoul, Korea
Dissertation: Spatial Econometric Analysis of a Watershed Utilizing Geographic Information Systems: Water Quality Effects of Point and Non-point Pollution Sources in the Neuse River Basin, N.C. (Under the direction of Kelly Douglas Zering.)

Yuna Lee, Curriculum and Instruction
Seoul, Korea
Dissertation: Implementing Synchronous Chat-based Curriculum in an Advanced-level ESL Classroom. (Under the direction of Ruie Jane Pritchard and Ellen Storey Vasu.)

Hongyan Lei, Computer Engineering
Heyang, Shaonxi, People's Republic of China
Dissertation: Performance Analysis of Power Management in WLAN and UMTS. (Under the direction of Arne J. Nilsson.)

Wei Liang, Electrical Engineering
Liuzhou, Guangxi, People's Republic of China

Raymond W. Lim, Psychology
Los Angeles, California
Dissertation: Effects of Surface Area on a Warning's Saliency on Products with Bilingual Labels: A Research Proposal. (Under the direction of Michael S. Wogalter.)

Yanxia Lin, Electrical Engineering
Beijing, People's Republic of China
Dissertation: Advanced Gate Stacks for Strained Silicon Devices. (Under the direction of Veena Misra and Mehmet C. Ozturk.)

Xiaoli Ling, Industrial Engineering
Yuhang, People's Republic of China
Dissertation: Pooled Versus Reserved Inventory Policies in a Two-echelon Supply Chain. (Under the direction of Shu-Cherng Fang, Henry Lee Nuttle, and Xiuli Chao.)

Jia Liu, Electrical Engineering
Tianjin, People's Republic of China
Dissertation: Transmitter-based Multiple Access Interference Rejection and Diversity Techniques for Code-division Multiple Access Systems. (Under the direction of Alexandra Duel-Hallen.)

Pinghuang Liu, Immunology
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: Virus Infection and Evolution in the Central Nervous System Following Intracerebroventricular Inoculation with Feline Immunodeficiency Virus. (Under the direction of Lola C. Hudson and Mary B. Tompkins.)
Jeong Beom Ma, Mechanical Engineering
Seoul, Republic of Korea
Dissertation: Modeling of Nanoindentation and Microstructural Ductile Behavior in Metallic Material Systems. (Under the direction of Mohammed A. Zikry.)

Andrew Wayne MacRae, Horticultural Science
Truro, Nova Scotia, Canada
Dissertation: Evaluation of Halosulfuron, Thifensulfuron, and Trifloxysulfuron Herbicides for Their Use in Sweetpotato. (Under the direction of David W. Monks.)

Rita Carvalho Maia, Microbiology
Recife, Brazil
Dissertation: Regulation of Apoptosis by Arachidonic Acid and the Adenovirus 14th.7K Protein. (Under the direction of Scott M. Laster.)

Kingsuk Maitra, Electrical Engineering
Berhampore, India
Dissertation: Electron Transport in Bulk-Si NMOSFETs in Presence of High-k Gate Insulator - Charge Trapping and Mobility. (Under the direction of Veena Misra.)

Guruvayurappan Sankaranarayanan Mathur, Electrical Engineering
Chennai, India
Dissertation: Redox-active Organic Molecules on Silicon and Silicon Dioxide Surfaces for Hybrid Silicon-molecular Memory Devices. (Under the direction of Veena Misra.)

Jacquelyn Gore Mercer, School Psychology
Wake Forest, North Carolina
Dissertation: Relations between Isolated Writing Skills, Executive Functions, Working Memory, and College Students' Production of Connected Text. (Under the direction of Ann C. Schulte.)

Christian Mio, Electrical Engineering
Bourgoin-jallieu, France
Dissertation: Investigation of the Thermal Properties of Gallium Nitride Using the Three Omega Technique. (Under the direction of John F. Muth.)

Kristopher Scott Moorefield, Functional Genomics
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Dissertation: Regulation of SP2 DNA-Binding Activity and trans-Activation. (Under the direction of Jonathan M. Horowitz.)

Jennifer Marie Moser, Functional Genomics
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Dissertation: Larval Gene Expression and Genetic Variation in the Canine Hookworm, *Ancylostoma caninum*. (Under the direction of Gregory C. Gibson.)

Selina Moses, Chemistry
Apex, North Carolina
Dissertation: Characterization and Functionalization of Substrates and Nanoparticles for Detection of Surface Binding Events of Biomolecules. (Under the direction of Stefan Franzen.)
Mary Ann Mroczka, Psychology
Washington, District of Columbia
Dissertation: Effects of Study Modality and Study Order on Learning Braille and other Haptic Alphabets used by Blind Persons. (Under the direction of Slater Edmund Newman.)

Nathan Ira Nicely, Biochemistry
Verona, Virginia
Dissertation: Study of Protein Binding Sites on the GTPase RaI A and the Sugar-binding Protein Hen Egg White Lysozyme. (Under the direction of Carla Mattos.)

Felicia Beth Nutter, Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Raleigh, North Carolina

Laura Flint Overstreet, Soil Science
Granite Falls, North Carolina

Ali Osman Ozturk, Public Administration
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: The Experience of Turkish Public Hospitals in Enhancing Performance Through New Public Management: The Role of ISO 9001 Certification. (Under the direction of James Edwin Swiss.)

Kie Jin Park, Chemical Engineering
Pusan, South Korea
Dissertation: The Application of Atomic Layer Deposition for Metal Gate Electrodes on High-k Dielectrics. (Under the direction of Gregory N. Parsons.)

Gisele Candia Passador-Gurgel, Functional Genomics
Sao Paulo, Brazil
Dissertation: Quantitative Trait Transcript Mapping for Drug Response in Drosophila melanogaster. (Under the direction of Gregory C. Gibson.)

Mohanraj Prabhugoud, Mechanical Engineering
Bangalore, India
Dissertation: Damage Assessment in Composites using Fiber Bragg Grating Sensors. (Under the direction of Kara Jo Peters.)

Thomas Adolph Rawdanowicz, Materials Science & Engineering
Hightstown, New Jersey
Dissertation: Laser Molecular Beam Epitaxial Growth and Properties of Hi-Nitride Thin Film Heteroepitaxial Structures on Silicon. (Under the direction of Jagdish Narayan and Gerd Josef-Manfred Duscher.)

Engin Murat Reis, Civil Engineering
Trabzon, Turkey
Dissertation: Characteristics of Innovative 3-D FRP Sandwich Panels. (Under the direction of Sami H. Rizkalla.)
Julio Cesar Rojas, Forestry
Merida, Venezuela
Dissertation: Factors Influencing Responses of Loblolly Pine Stands to Fertilization. (Under the direction of Howard Lee Allen Jr.)

Bryce Clair Ryan, Zoology
Cary, North Carolina
Dissertation: Developmental Exposure to Environmental Estrogens Alters Adult Behavior in Female Rodents. (Under the direction of John Garry Vandenbergh.)

Rakesh Kumar Saigal, Civil Engineering
New Delhi, India

Rabia Zeynep Sarica, Civil Engineering
Istanbul, Turkey
Dissertation: Wavelet Analyses for Seismic Ground Motion, Simulation, and Stochastic Site Response. (Under the direction of Mohammed A. Gabr.)

Stefan Schmidt, Electrical Engineering
Oberg, Germany
Dissertation: Finite-difference Time-domain Methods for Electromagnetic Problems Involving Biological Bodies. (Under the direction of Gianluca Lazzi.)

Ian Christopher Schneider, Chemical Engineering
Carlisle, Iowa
Dissertation: Engineering Analysis of Spatial Gradient Sensing in Platelet-derived Growth Factor-stimulated Fibroblasts. (Under the direction of Jason M. Haugh.)

Steven Philip Searcy, Marine, Earth, & Atmospheric Sciences
Amherst, Massachusetts
Dissertation: Is Growth a Reliable Indicator of Essential Fish Habitat? (Under the direction of David B. Eggleston.)

Ashraf Hassan Shehata, Nuclear Engineering
Alexandria, Egypt
Dissertation: A New Method for Radioactive Particle Tracking. (Under the direction of Robin Pierce Gardner.)

Gwanseob Shin, Industrial Engineering
Seoul, Korea
Dissertation: Viscoelastic Responses of the Lumbar Spine During Prolonged Stooping. (Under the direction of Gary A. Mirka.)

Christopher Todd Steele, Zoology
Haysi, Virginia
Dissertation: Circadian Organization in Japanese Quail: Ocular Clocks are Pacemakers. (Under the direction of Herbert A. Underwood, Jr.)

Midori Suzuki, Science Education
Shizuoka, Japan
Dissertation: Toward Enhanced Learning of Science: An Educational Scheme for Informal Science Institutions. (Under the direction of John E. Penick.)
Olha B. Sydorovych, Economics
Lviv, Ukraine
Dissertation: Valuation of the Environmental Impact of Roundup Ready Soybeans Based on a New Herbicide Risk Index. (Under the direction of Michele C. Marra.)

Tanya Valera Taylor, Plant Pathology
Hillsborough, North Carolina
Dissertation: Characterization of a Xanthomonas campestris pv. zinniae Oxidoreductase Involved in the Biodegradation of Cercosporin. (Under the direction of Margaret E. Daub.)

Ali Termos, Economics
Beirut, Lebanon
Dissertation: Banking Structure and the Effect of Monetary Policy on Bank Lending. (Under the direction of Douglas K. Pearce.)

Siddhartha Thakur, Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: Phenotypic and Genotypic Characterization of Campylobacter Isolated in Swine from Conventional and Antimicrobial Free Farms. (Under the direction of Wondwossen Abebe Gebreyes.)

Ashlie Leah Thompson, Curriculum and Instruction
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: How Teachers Become Leaders in a Fellowship Program: A Normative Discourse Perspective. (Under the direction of Ruie Jane Pritchard.)

Ming Tian, Aerospace Engineering
Chengdu, People's Republic of China

Michael Ralph Tomlinson, Jr., Chemical Engineering
Mobile, Alabama
Dissertation: Surface-grafted Polymer and Copolymer Assemblies with Gradient in Molecular Weight and Composition. (Under the direction of Ian Genzer and Christopher B. Gorman.)

Linda Ann Treiber, Sociology
Collins, Ohio
Dissertation: Workplace Organization, Labor Process Control and Occupational Health. (Under the direction of Michael D. Schulman.)

Shweta Trivedi, Immunology
Uttaranchal, India
Dissertation: Host Cytokines and Immune Responses in Pregnancy Associated Transmission of Arrested Bookworm Larvae. (Under the direction of Prema Arasu.)

Tamer Uyar, Fiber & Polymer Science
Mersin, Turkey
Dissertation: Nanostructuring Polymers with Cyclodextrins. (Under the direction of Alan Edward Tonelli.)
Deon Van der Merwe, Comparative Biomedical Sciences  
Raleigh, North Carolina  
Dissertation: The Dermal Absorption of Selected Agricultural and Industrial Chemicals Through Porcine Skin with Emphasis on Chemical Mixture Effects. (Under the direction of Jim Edmond Riviere.)

Qiong Wang, Statistics  
Changzhou, People's Republic of China  
Dissertation: Robust Estimation via Measurement Error Modeling. (Under the direction of Leonard A. Stefanski and Marc Georges Genton.)

Wenbin Wei, Industrial Engineering  
Wuhan, People's Republic of China  
Dissertation: Quantifying Shared Information Value in a Supply Chain Using Decentralized Markov Decision Processes with Restricted Observations. (Under the direction of Russell E. King and Thom Joel Hodgson.)

John Allen West, Biochemistry  
Raleigh, North Carolina  
Dissertation: Investigation of the Role of the E2 Endodomain in Sindbis Virus Assembly. (Under the direction of Dennis T. Brown.)

Katrina Elizabeth White, Toxicology  
Wichita, Kansas  
Dissertation: Bioavailability of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons in the Aquatic Environment. (Under the direction of Damian Shea.)

Scott Willens, Comparative Biomedical Sciences  
Rising Sun, Maryland  
Dissertation: Effects of Percutaneous Malathion Absorption in Anurans. (Under the direction of Michael K. Stoskopf and Gregory A. Lewbart.)

Kristen Ellen Wilson, School Psychology  
Severna Park, Maryland  
Dissertation: The Likelihood of Use and Acceptability of Social Power Bases in School Consultation. (Under the direction of William P. Erchul.)

Rhonda Henderson Wilson, Genetics  
Durham, North Carolina  
Dissertation: Quantitative Genetics and Genomics of Drosophila Life Span. (Under the direction of Trudy Frances Mackay.)

Claudia Rebola Winegarden, Design  
Cordoba, Argentina  
Dissertation: Visualizing Communication Structures of Nonverbal Information for Online Learning Environments. (Under the direction of Haig Khachatoorian.)

Peng Xu, Computer Engineering  
Harbin, People's Republic of China  
Dissertation: QoS Provisioning and Pricing in Multiservice Networks: Optimal and Adaptive Control over Measurement-based Scheduling. (Under the direction of Mihail Devetsikiotis.)
Jun Yan, Mechanical Engineering
Nanjing, People's Republic of China
Dissertation: A Numerical and Experimental Investigation of the Machinability of Elastomers. (Under the direction of John S. Strenkowski.)

Ting-feng Yeh, Wood & Paper Science
Chia-yi, Taiwan

Jiaye Yu, Bioinformatics
Shanghai, People's Republic of China
Dissertation: Dependence Among Sites in Protein and RNA Evolution. (Under the direction of Jeffrey L. Thorne.)

Emily Michelle Zechman, Civil Engineering
Piqua, Ohio

Jubo Zhang, Chemistry
Juijiang City, People's Republic of China
Dissertation: Synthesis and Reactivity of Ruthenium and Platinum Amido and Carbene Complexes: Application Toward Carbon-nitrogen Bond Forming Reactions. (Under the direction of Thomas Brent Gunnoe.)

Yifan Zhu, Computer Science
Raleigh, North Carolina
Dissertation: Dynamic Voltage Scaling with Feedback EDF Scheduling for Real-time Embedded Systems. (Under the direction of Frank Mueller.)
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